OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
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Current titles are marked with a ★.

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>5.125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>6.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

1Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.
4662407 BAKING SODA: 100s of Household Uses. By Diane Sutherland et al. An invaluable guide that provides essential tips on utilizing the properties of one of the most unsung and yet versatile substances around to clean, refresh, improve your health and appearance, entertain, kids and more! Illus. in color. 256 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95


4682099 RESTORATION HOUSE: Creating a Home That Gives Life and Connection to All Who Enter. By Kennetha Bucky. How you live in your home or how you choose to decorate it can affect you and those around you. With gorgeous photography and pages of practical tips and advice, this guide will help you create a perfect happy room. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

4736727 COOKING WITH VINEGAR: 100s of Recipes for Home, Health and Beauty. By J. E. Jacobson. This is the first edition devoted to the life and work of Frances Elkins (1886–1953), an influential interior designer during her six years in the Dwan White House. Dowling was responsible for the dazzling floral pieces that made the season so memorable. Here, she invites readers into the world of this complex year-long planning process where some of the most innovative and ambitious handmade craft displays were created. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Stichting Kunstboek. 8 1/2 x 10 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 4753785 #SHLFIE: House Display Poster Collections. By Geraldine James. Whether you want to group a collection of colorful vases against a dark wall, use picture rails to line up a selection of prints, or organize finds from the natural world, discover how any shelf can be a stage for artful arrangements with this innovative guide. Fully illus. in color. 121 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

4804104 HAPPY HOME. By Rebecca Ward. Useful, down to earth advice is accompanied by inspirational photographs from stylish homes of all kinds, and every chapter concludes with a list of easy to do projects for achieving the perfect happy room. Follow these ideas, and your home will be functional, beautiful, and ultimately happy. 176 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


PRICE CUT to $5.95


4812891 RESTORATION HOUSE: Creating a Home That Gives Life and Connection to All Who Enter. By Kennetha Bucky. How you live in your home or how you choose to decorate it can affect you and those around you. With gorgeous photography and pages of practical tips and advice, this guide will help you create a perfect happy room. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

4772114 FRANCES ELLKINS: Interior Design. By Stephen M. Salny. This is the first volume devoted to the life and work of Francis Elkins (1886–1953), offering a beautifully illustrated narrative of her major one- and multi-family residential and public commissions, as well as a visual guide to her signature fabric, furniture, wallpapers, and accessories. 206 pages. Norton. 9 1/4 x 12. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95

4682504 VINEGAR: 100s of Household Uses. By M. Costantino & G. Steer. Provides essential tips on unlocking the potential of one of the most versatile substances around. Learn how to clean, refresh, garden, cook and do dozens of other things using the many types of vinegar available today! Well illus. in color. 256 pages.

LIMITED QUANTITY 4774449 SHE SHEDS. By Erika Kotite. Do you long to have a dream shed but can’t get away from it all? Here you’ll find ideas for creating private spaces that will inspire you in your pursuit of a room of your own along with tips and advice. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


4786274 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CLEAN: Tips & Techniques for Your Home. By Toni Hammersley. Tired of the never ending cycle of grind and grime? The solution is to implement a system that skillfully accomplishes and maintains the job. This is your blueprint to a beautiful home including room by room advice to eliminate messes, create natural cleaning products, and selecting the right tools. Feel the joy of a clean home. Fully illus. in color. Willow Dew. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95


4785366 HOME EC FOR EVERYONE: Practical Life Skills in 118 Projects. By Penny Stanway. Lemons are incredibly effective methods for taking care of every part of your home, from the basement to the attic (including the yard, the kids, the car, and even the cat!) The best part is, you can do all this naturally. Most versatile substances around.

2856840 DARN IT! Traditional Female Skills That Everyone Should Know. By Sarah Williams. This easy to navigate guide will help you master such tasks as sewing on a button, wrapping a gift or mending clothes. Beautifully illustrated with clear and concise step by step instructions, this essential handbook is the ultimate survival guide for the modern person. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

2658959 CLEAN MY SPACE: The Secret to Cleaning Better, Faster–And Loving It. By Melissa Maker. Takes the chore out of cleaning by sharing the author’s incredible tips and cleaning hacks, her lightning-fast five to ten minute “express clean” routines for every room when time is tight, and her easy and effective recipes even the most daunting and insignificant spaces and places. 256 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

4816459 CONCRETE CRAFTS. By S. Zacke & S. Hedengen. Pouring concrete doesn’t have to be left to the professionals. Versatile, inexpensive, and always in style, concrete is the perfect medium for crafters and home improvers. This step by step guide with easy to follow directions will help you create fruit bowls, clustered candleholders, birdbaths, flower vases and more–thirty projects in all! Well illus. in color. 93 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

4759759 HOUSE BEAUTIFUL COLORS FOR YOUR HOME: 493 Designer Favorites. Based on House Beautiful’s popular color monthly column, this little story is filled with 493 paints that professional interior designers have successfully used in their own rooms. 351 pages. Hearst. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


3850056 DECORATING WITH CONCRETE INDOORS: Fireplaces, Floors, Countertops, & More. By Tina Skinner. Takes the reader on a visual tour of amazing concrete applications, from indoors, from floors and countertops to fireplace surrounds. New permanent colors for concrete are infinite and the textures limited only by the imagination. This volume provides a gallery of inspirational ideas. Fully illus. in color. 121 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

Limited Quantity 4753785 #SHLFIE: House Display Poster Collections. By Geraldine James. Whether you want to group a collection of colorful vases against a dark wall, use picture rails to line up a selection of prints, or organize finds from the natural world, discover how any shelf can be a stage for artful arrangements with this innovative guide. Fully illus. in color. 121 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

493 Designer Favorites. Based on House Beautiful’s popular color monthly column, this little story is filled with 493 paints that professional interior designers have successfully used in their own rooms. 351 pages. Hearst. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

192 pages. Merrell. 8 1/4 x 11 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $17.95

FRANCES ELLKINS: Interior Design. By Stephen M. Salny. This is the first volume devoted to the life and work of Frances Elkins (1886–1953), offering a beautifully illustrated narrative of her major one- and multi-family residential and public commissions, as well as a visual guide to her signature fabric, furniture, wallpapers, and accessories. 206 pages. Norton. 9 1/4 x 12. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95
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Interior Design & Decorating

4750405 WALLPAPER IN AMERICA: From the Seventeenth Century to World War II, By Catherine Lynn. Wallpaper was America’s favorite wall covering for almost two hundred years. From the elaborate French scenic papers imported by the rich to the simple one-color papers of the poor, wallpapers were to be found in nearly every fashion-conscious American home. Richly illustrated, this reference is a stunning visual record and an important contribution to the history of American art and design. 533 pages. Norton. 8⅝x11¾. Pub. at $40.00 $19.95

4792806 DESIGNING HISTORY: The Extraordinary Art & Style of the Obama White House. By Michael S. Smith. Beautifully documents the process of updating the country’s most symbollic residence, revealing how the author’s collaboration on the decoration, showcasing of art, and style of entertaining reflected the youthful spirit of the first family and their vision of a more progressive, inclusive American society. Fully illus. in color. 303 pages. Rizzoli. 11¼x11¾. Pub. at $50.00 $49.95

4760778 THE AMERICAN HOUSE: 100 Contemporary Houses. Ed. by Hannah Jenkins. Showcases in beautiful photographs 100 contemporary house designs across the United States, offering sharp insight into the nuanced realms of designing the American home. A contemporary and important volume, Hicks records the formal and informal gardens as well as the houses of such noted architects as E. H. Kinsley and E. J. Hill,点滴 the opulent Victorian and Edwardian styles, the palace interiors of the 19th century, and the grand designs of the 20th century. Fully illus. in color. 432 pages. Abrams. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $80.00 $55.00

Architectural Details

4760930 TONY DUQUETTE’S DWARNSHIRE. By Hutton Wilkinson. Designer Tony Duquette’s legendary Dwarnshire, located in Beverly Hills, is one of the most creatively designed private homes in America. Lavishly illustrated with photos and archival images, this book traces both the original and redesigned rooms, this is a look inside an exquisitely designed estate that is constantly evolving. 256 pages. Abrams. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $75.00 $19.95

4782577 1000 ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS: A Selection of the World’s Most Interesting Building Elements. By Alex Sanchez Vidiella et al. Divided into 15 thematic chapters, the details are numbered throughout the layout and appear in order, and are illustrated with close-up photographs, specific technical drawings, or both, and explained in concise, often adjacent paragraphs. More than 600 color images display the wide variety of details found in 295 pages. First ed. 8⅝x11. Penguin. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95


Real Estate

3793111 ROCK THE BOAT: Boathouses & Spas & Homes on the Water. By Alisa Kotmair. A celebration of a life on the water inspires a new sense of freedom. Rock the Boat invites you to journey across rivers, oceans, and canals to meet the audacious people swimming against the current. Fully illus. in color. 212 pages. Gestalten. 8½x11. Pub. at $50.00 $19.95


Vacation & Country Homes

4764032 CHEEKWOOD. By Leslie B. and Shanna T. Jones. Covering the most remaining American Country Place Era estates in the nation, Cheekwood comprises a botanical garden, arboretum, and museum. Text by Sofia Borges. A contemporary and important volume, Hicks records the formal and informal gardens as well as the houses of such noted architects as E. H. Kinsley and E. J. Hill,点滴 the opulent Victorian and Edwardian styles, the palace interiors of the 19th century, and the grand designs of the 20th century. Fully illus. in color. 432 pages. Abrams. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $80.00 $55.00

5389877 ARCHITECTURAL IRONWORK. By Donna Z. Melich. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $16.95

Home Building & Remodeling

5643392 SHELTERS, SHACKS, AND SHANTIES and HOW TO MAKE THEM. By D.C. Beard. This excellent hands-on guide by one of the founders of the Boy Scouts of America contains a wealth of practical instruction and step-by-step instructions on how to build everything from a bark teepee and a tree-top house to a log cabin and a sod house. Line drawings. 243 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/858
Home Building & Remodeling

- **5772656** **ULTIMATE BOOK OF HOME PLANS, 3RD EDITION REVISED.** An inspiring collection of full-size plans from architects and designers from all over the country. Includes special sections on home design and decorating, quick and easy ordering options, and215 pages. Chelsea Green. $16.95

- **4595542** **150 BEST NEW BATHROOM IDEAS.** By Francesco Zanella. Includes hundreds of photographs, this compendium explores the diversity of current trends in bathroom design and an excellent source for great ideas. 150 pages. Fully illus. Creative Homeowner. $19.95

- **3970393** **YOUR OWN HOME: Beautiful Living for the Secondary Life.** By Andrew Guitian. Helps you assess your current home to determine how universal design solutions can be implemented to help you age in place. 248 pages. Illus. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

- **4727757** **DIY PROJECTS, HACKS, AND UPCYCLES.** By Chris Peterson. Contains sixty-plus ideas that will make your humble and hard-working mainstays useful. Simple step by step instructions, detailed parts lists, and full-color photos of the in-progress and completed projects make sure you will have the best DIY book you have ever had. 144 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99


- **4782534** **THE QUICK AND EASY DIY HOME MANUAL.** By Matt Wicks. This concise guide is packed with hundreds of pages covering basic for designing and building tiny homes. This manual will bring your tiny house dreams into reality. 224 pages. Illus. 8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

- **3871967** **ULTIMATE GUIDE TO HOME ATTICS & USAGE. 3RD REVISED EDITION: Step by Step Projects for Adding Space Without Adding On.** Ed. by Anthony Legello. featuring more than 50 detailed step by step instructions, detailed parts lists, and full-color photos of the in-progress and completed projects make sure you will have the best DIY book you have ever had. 144 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

- **4779223** **THE NEW 5-GALLON BUCKET BOOK: Ingenious DIY Projects, Hacks, and Upcycles.** By Chris Peterson. Contains sixty-plus ideas that will make your humble and hard-working mainstays useful. Simple step by step instructions, detailed parts lists, and full-color photos of the in-progress and completed projects make sure you will have the best DIY book you have ever had. 144 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

Home Maintenance, Repair & Projects

- **4680200** **YOUNG HOUSE LOVE: 243 Ways to Paint, Craft, Update & Show Your Home Some Love.** By Sherry & John Petersik. The ultimate collection of ideas, filled with hundreds of fun, deceptively easy tips for sprucing up every room in your house. With design tips for every skill level and budget, this is a resource you will turn to again and again. Well illus. in color. 336 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $27.50

- **3741656** **BEST-SELLING HOME PLANS, 3RD EDITION REVISED.** By Sherry & John Petersik. The complete collection of plans, filled with good ideas for creating DIY Projects, Hacks, and Upcycles. With A to Z directories for 70 of the most popular vegetables, fruits, and herbs. 404 pages. Illus. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

Help for the Handymen

- **4739752** **REPOULISHING AT HOME: A Do-It-Yourself Manual for Turning Old Furniture into New Showpieces.** By Peter Dresler. Instructions with detailed photographs present the techniques of rebuidling dilapidated old chairs and sofas, including a discussion of what your needs are, what to estimate yardage, and the basics of upholstery work single and double welting cord, borders, boxing, blind stitching, tacking and the various knots required. 168 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

- **4673204** **SMALL SPACE WORKSHOPS: Black + Decker.** By Larry Okrends. Provides tiny-space tips on storage, ventilation, lighting, electrical service, dust and sound control, and shop layout. Okrends gives you a practical road map that lets you set up shop just anywhere. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Black & Decker. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99

- **4780947** **SOLD OUT** **THE QUICK AND EASY DIY HOME MANUAL.** By Matt Wicks. This concise guide is packed with hundreds of pages covering basic for designing and building tiny homes. This manual will bring your tiny house dreams into reality. 224 pages. Illus. 8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

- **3883647** **SELF-SUFFICIENCY HANDBOOK: Your Complete Guide to a Self-Sufficient Home, Garden, and Kitchen.** By Alan & Gill Bridgewater. Packed with hundreds of tips and techniques ranging from plumbing to electrical, from interior decor to outdoor improvements, and much more. Most projects can be accomplished in a weekend or less, and many will take you just a few hours. Cover 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00

- **4758382** **SOLD OUT** **SHOP CLASS FOR EVERYONE: Practical Life Skills in 83 Projects.** By Sharon & David Bowers. Offers anyone who might have missed this first course in practical life skills in the shop. Packed with illustrated step by step instructions, plus relevant charts, lists, and handy graphics, here’s how to plaster a wall, build a bookcase, unclog a drain, and much more. Color illus. 204 pages. Worshop. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

- **4370553** **BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO DIY & HOME REPAIR: ESSENTIAL DIY Techniques for the First Timer.** By J. Behari & A. Winfield-Christlett. Providing expert guidance this reference will help you feel confident when working on your home, give you a sense of pride and accomplishment for every project you complete. Fully illus. hacks, step by step instructions, and helpful tips, photos, and diagrams. 204 pages. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**Hand & Power Tools**

- **382745 METALS AND WELDING.** By William R. Anderson et al. This volume is five manuals in one. It contains units on measuring tools, drills, cutting, grinding, welding, and arc welding. Includes over 250 illustrations and photographs. 248 pages. Harb. $8.99. Paperback. Pub. at $23.50. $17.95


- **387072 MILLING FOR HOME MACHINISTS.** By Harold S. Williams. Provides a comprehensive overview of the milling machine. It takes beginners through all of the basic techniques needed to tackle a wide range of machining operations, with a total of eight projects of varying magnitude to allow you to build your skills and gain confidence. Fully illustrated. 136 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $9.95

- **679157 40 POWER TOOLS YOU CAN MAKE.** Originally published by Popular Mechanics Press in 1941, this guide describes how to build a host of machines and power tools, from the usual to the unusual. Topics include the construction of a 10-inch thickness planer, a tilting arbor circular saw, a power cord saw, jigsaws, bending brakes, and much more. Fully illustrated. 96 pages. Linden. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

- **38650X THE AX BOOK: The Lore and Science of the Woodcutter.** By D. Cook, illus. by L. Whipple. Explains how to use various types of axes, hatchets, and mauls. Details and describes their use and care to take down trees, section and split, and prepare firewood. In addition, Cook shows every aspect of working wood from the forest right to the hearth or stove. Drawings. 251 pages. Stanhope. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95

- **397025 CHAINSAWS: A History.** By David Lee with M. Agnes. Covers hundreds of models from the 1800s to the present, this comprehensive study provides a rich history of classic chainsaws carefully traces the evolutionary threads of engines, guide bars, saw chains, and more. Includes a wealth of rare and new information on the early German machines that first proved that hand-held gas-powered chainsaws were viable. Fully illus., most in color. 216 pages. HarperCollins. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $14.95

- **3854426 A MUSEUM OF EARLY AMERICAN TOOLS.** By Eric Sloan. 108 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

- **3870537 BASIC LATHWORK FOR HOME MACHINISTS.** By Stan Bray. Well illus. 176 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95


**Cabinetry & Furniture Making**

- **399628 MISSION FURNITURE: How to Make It.** By H.H. Windson. In all, there are 92 projects illustrated and explained in this reprint of a 1912 classic in four distinctive series. Additionally, a guide to 40 styles of chairs provides further inspiration. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $7.95


- **384610 COUNTRY FURNITURE.** By Aldren A. Watson. A guide to fashioning traditional country furniture by hand, using the techniques of old-time craftsmen. Watson illustrates the step by step process of making a chair, showing the reader the necessary tools and techniques and how to apply them-and provides a unique explanation of traditional woodworking techniques. 274 pages. Norton. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.95. $7.95

- **4739060 CANE & RUSH SEATING.** By Richard Freeman. Learn traditional chair seating using six-strand cannor or rush weaving with marsh grass, straw, and alternative materials: twills that can be used for creating new seats or restoring old. This guide will help you create beautiful rush chairs, armos, and more. Well illus., in color. 96 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

- **4739647 MAKING A TAVERN TABLE.** By Jim Remil. Using hand tools and a lathe, a master furniture builder takes the reader step by step through the process of building a tavern table. Beginning with raw lumber, they will learn the techniques of joining, mortise and tenon joints, and finishing in early-American fashion. Fully illus., in color. 80 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

- **2866999 FROM TREE TO TABLE.** By Alan Gaters. Make one of a kind cabin-style beds, tables, benches, lamps, coat racks, kiva stools, and much more. Provides step-by-step instructions for crafting almost anything out of wood: tables, desks, gates, a revolving bookcase, a linen cabinet, greenhouses, ports, birdhouses, and more. 2,500 illustrations. 760 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $8.95

**Woodworking**

- **4831217 WOODWORKING: The Indispensable Guide.** By Chris Stibbs. This book is a treasure trove of projects and techniques, each explained in a detailed step-by-step instruction, so you can build your skills and confidence as you learn a wide range of essential techniques. Start your woodworking journey with this beautiful reference. Includes five projects: a cabinet, a breadboard, a contemporary shelving unit, a side table, and a memory box. Fully illus., in color, 264 pages. Firefly. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95

- **3854100 77 DISTINCTIVE DIY PROJECTS IN PLYWOOD (and Other Sheet Goods).** By Philip Schmidt. Get to know this versatile wood as you explore 73 projects contributed by professional puzzle makers and enthusiasts who love building with plywood. You’ll find sleek furniture for every room, simple toys and games, and even whitewashed paneling, a great alternative to drywall. Illus., in color, 320 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95

- **3861179 THE HANDBYMAN’S GUIDE: Essential Woodworking Tools and Techniques.** By Paul N. Hasluck. Also published with Hand Tools: Essential Techniques for Woodworking. This reprint is one of the great works on American craftsmanship, authoritative, thorough, and eminently practical. Here you will find step by step instructions for crafting almost anything out of wood: tables, desks, gates, a revolving bookcase, a linen chest, greenhouses, ports, birdhouses, and more. 2,500 illustrations. 760 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $8.95

- **3849542 MAKING CLASSIC WOODEN TOYS: 21 Step-by-Step Projects.** Ed. by Scott Francis. Within these pages you’ll find step by step instructions along with helpful photos and illustrations for a variety of wooden toys, games, top games, fun furniture, lawn games, spinning tops, and whims. What better way to show your love for a child than with a handmade wooden toy? 125 pages. Popular Woodworking. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

- **3879901 20 FOLK BIRD AND FISH PATTERNS.** By Al Streetman. Includes 20 patterns for birds and fish, with a simplicity that makes the carving process quick and enjoyable, and the final product charming and elegant. The basic patterns make either wonderful learning tools or a solid foundation for more intricate carvings. Fully illus., most in color. 46 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $3.95


- **4769376 MAKING CLASSIC CARVED FURNITURE: The Queen Anne Stool.** By R. Clarkson & T. Heller. Shares the techniques and expertise of the authors with the reader, going through the process of making a carved Queen Anne foot stool. While complete instructions are given, the emphasis is on the beauty of the carving and added such elegance to period furniture. Fully illus., in color. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $6.95

- **4753321 GREAT BOOK OF SHOP DRAWINGS FOR CRAFTSMAN FURNITURE; FURNITURE; Drawings for Craftsman Furniture.** By Robert W. Lang. Compiles plans for 61 classic pieces of Arts & Crafts furniture from three of Lang’s previous books, Shop Drawings for Craftsman Furniture; Shop Drawings for Craftsman Inlays & Hardware; and More Shop Drawings for Craftsman Furniture. Includes perspective drawings, elevations, sections, details, and cutting lists for each project. 344 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $18.95

- **473999X WHALE CARVING.** By Real Cloutier. Woodcarvers will love building with plywood. You’ll find sleek furniture for every room, simple toys and games, and even whitewashed paneling, a great alternative to drywall. Illus., in color, 320 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/858
Woodworking

4739612 MAKING RUSTIC TWIG FURNITURE. By Jim Willow. Features three projects. All the projects use basic tools of sasafas, a chair of sasafas and willow, and a sasafas baker’s rack. All are easy and require a minimum of tools; and step by step instructions that are illustrated with color photos. Lead you through each project. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

4739884 TOM WOLFE CARVES SPIRIT CANES. Starts with a sapling straight from the hillsides and takes the carver through each step toward creating a charming cane. Wolfe begins with the history of turners and the various carving techniques. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

47396nx POWERCABRIVING BIRDS, FISH AND PENGUINS USING ADULT ALIKE. The projects include: By Gene Larson. Take a journey through the joys of working, decorating, and creating a group of penguins. Step by step instructions take you through the process of creating nesting cutting boards, a blanket ladder, a daybed, a table and bench, and more. This resource will inspire you to grab a sander and be inspired to create with wood. Well illus. color. 180 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

4820584 THE WAY OF THE WOODSHOP: Creating, Designing & Decorating with Wood. By Alexandra Zee. Take a journey through the joys of working, decorating, and creating a group of penguins. Step by step instructions take you through the process of creating nesting cutting boards, a blanket ladder, a daybed, a table and bench, and more. This resource will inspire you to grab a sander and be inspired to create with wood. Well illus. color. 180 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95


3949990 GOOD CLEAN FUN: Misadventures in Sawdust at Offerman Woodshop. By Nick Offerman. Offers a variety of projects for everyone, with personal, easy to follow instructions. Features honey bee boxes, wooden horse, and assorted tomfoolery. Well illus. in color. 344 pages. Dutton. 8x10/10. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

★ 3953475 QUICK-START WOODBURNING GUIDE. By Michele Y. Parkinson. An easy to follow beginner friendly guide is the perfect starting point for introducing yourself to the hobby of woodburning! Jump right into learning about the basics, safety, equipment, burning and finishing techniques and all the step by step instructions necessary for being successful in the art of woodburning. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 4709295 STEP-BY-STEP TO A CLASSIC FIREPLACE MANTEL. By Steve Pemberthy with G. Jones. Color photographs and instructions provide a complete guide to building and finishing a classic fireplace mantel. The plans and instructions, and with the tools found in basic home workshops. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

4739116 CARVING BEARS AND BUNNIES. By Tom Wolfe. Beginning with a plain block of bass wood or white pine, Wolfe creates a menagerie of characters. Bunnies and bears are the epitome of cuddly, and are a favorite of children and adults alike. The projects are easy to adapt so that your own bear or bunny will take on a different character through its size, position, or color. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4738918 7 GREAT TURNING PROJECTS FOR THE SMALLER LATHES. By Bill Bowers. Seven great projects for the smaller lathe, designed for beginning to intermediate turners are presented in a fully illustrated step by step fashion. A photo gallery offers the turner many valuable information and practice exercises for beginners, full-size patterns, artist profiles, safety and cleaning tips, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10/10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

4738993 THE BASICS OF TURNING SPIRAL. By Bill Bowers. Ridgefield Woodturners demonstrate ways to create beautiful spirals and twists in wood, using a lathe and hand tools. Gallery-quality examples are showcased, in step by step photos suited for novice and experts alike. 72 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

4739140 CARVING MINIATURE CAROUSEL ANIMALS WITH DALE POWER. With direct instructions and 267 color photos, Power takes his readers through each step necessary to transform a simple basswood blank into an impressive carousel motif of their own. Once the carving is complete, woodburning, painting, and other finishing techniques are discussed which will bring your carousel animal to life. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


3816350 THE WOOD CARVER’S DOZEN: A Collection of 12 Beautiful Projects. By Celina Muir. Discover the practical and rewarding craft of hand wood carving with this easy to follow guide to this ancient craft. Includes step by step instructions of creating something beautiful from scratch. Includes step by step instructions and that guide you through twelve unique and charming projects. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

3826511 CUSTOM WOODEN MUSIC BOXES FOR THE SCROLL SAW. By Rick & Karen Longabaugh. With useful instructions and full-size patterns to work from, you’ll create enchanting scroll saw music boxes. Each family heirloom with create in your own unique music box from a wide array of popular categories. Illus. in color. 108 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

★ 4607260 MAKING WOODEN GEAR CLOCKS: 6 Cool Contraptions That Really Keep Time. By the eds. of Fine Woodworking. Learn what each motif and symbol represents, then either carve one o f the more than 60 patterns or combine with others to make your own clock. Includes twelve projects with full-size patterns and step by step photos for easy assembly. 64 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

★ 4739892 THE TRADITIONAL ART OF THE MASK: Carving a Transformation Mask. By Don LetoLoska Smith. Offers a rare look into the traditional ways of creating the masks that have brought such admiration to the Native American carvers of the Pacific Northwest. Used for dramatic recognition of the carver’s identity, the mask is a depth of meaning—social, historical, and religious. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95


★ 3979973 UNIQUE & UNUSUAL PENS FROM THE WOOD LATHE. By Dick Sing. More than 260 photographs and detailed instructions advise the turner on more than 100 ideas. There are sections on the special equipment that is modified to make pen turning easier, and improve the quality. A gallery of pens provides inspiration. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

★ 4702055 MAKE WOOD LATHE PROJECTS FOR FUN & PROFIT. By Dick Sing. With step by step instructions illustrated with clear full color photos, Sing helps the turner discover the shape of a delightful little clock holder in a piece of wood and turn out a beautiful finished piece. Other projects included are candle dish, a desk set and a bookmark. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

★ 3991393 LEARN TO CARVE GNOMES, TROLLS, AND MYTHICAL CREATURES: 15 Simple Step-by-Step Projects. By Sara Barracough. Featuring 15 full-size patterns and step by step projects that carefully progress in difficulty, this guide teaches readers to carve a menagerie of charismatic characters and objects full of magic, whimsy, and personality. Includes a detailed introduction color as well as tips. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 645587 GREAT BOOK OF SPOON CARVING PATTERNS: Detailed Patterns & Photos. Spoons. By David Western. Carve symbolic romantic spoons. Learn what each motif and symbol represents, then either carve one of the more than 60 patterns or combine with others to make your own custom designs. Also included are insightful sections on the history of romantic spoons, tools, materials, wood types, basic cuts, finishing, and safety. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 3991407 MAKING TOYS, REVISED EDITION: Heirloom Cars & Trucks in Wood. By S. Martin & R. Schroeder. Learn to create classic cars and trucks that will last a lifetime! The authors will walk you through a feature by feature comparison with step by step instructions and easy to follow photography, then move on to a Ford Model A pickup, a 1932 Buick sedan, and a flatbed trailer. Includes precisely measured drawings and complete parts lists. 112 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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4739167 CARVING NOAH'S ARK: Noah & Friends with the Animals of Africa. By David Sabol. Step by step, the book is necessary to transform a simple block of pine into Noah or one of several African animals are revealed. A combination of clear explanations and color photos makes each stage of the process a pleasure. Once these techniques have been mastered, they may be used to reproduce the entire animal kingdom for your own ark. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95.

4739118 CARVING ANIMALS. Rabbits & Other Woodland Creatures. By David Sabol. Over 260 color photographs and clear instructions guide the reader through every step of the process. Includes learning how to select the correct tools for the task, caring for the tools, their own creativity and skill. With easy to follow description of the technique. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

4739588 A FOLK CARVED NATIVITY. By Donna Hefty. Features eleven detailed patterns, and step by step instructions that take you through the process of both carving and painting the pieces. Each is illustrated with a color photo and an easy to follow description of the technique. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

5660130 CARVING FACES WORKBOOK. By Harold Enlow. Here you'll find clear instructions and detailed patterns for carving a variety of faces. You also discover Enlow's secret to success is learning how to render highly detailed eyes, lips, nose, and ears before moving on to carving a complete face. 41 pages. For Chapel. 7x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

4739655 THE MAKING OF HUNTING DECOSYS. By William Veasey. World renowned carvers–Carl Addison, Dan Brown, Bill Hamilton, Ted McNulty, William Veasey and Harry J. Waite, among others, take you step by step through the making of eighteen different decoys, from transferring the full size patterns to painting the finished bird. Fully illus., some in color. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95.

4739965 TURNING SEGMENTED LAMPS. By Ralph S. Buckland. Learn how to turn wooden lamps made from an infinite array of segmented fluted pieces from small pieces of wood. From fundamental skills to advanced, Buckland takes you through the techniques required for completing 17 stunning segmented, lamp-color photographs and detailed diagrams that show exact dimensions for segments, thicknesses, and ring diameters. 144 pages, Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95.

4751345 WOODCRAFT: Master the Art of Green Woodworking with Key Techniques and Inspiring Projects. By Barnaby Carder. Explore the simpler way of working with wood that allows you to create beautiful craft without need for costly materials or machinery. All you need to begin is an unseasoned log, an ax, and a hand knife. Discover how to carve objects such as bowls and spoons, and construct simple pieces of furniture. Gain the wholesome skills of green woodworking. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $14.95.

4739957 TURNING PENS AND DESK ACCESSORIES. By Mike Cripps. Accurate drilling, careful gluing, and delicate wood turning to fine tolerances followed by finishing techniques are demonstrated in this volume. A gallery of photographs of pens made by English wood turners is included for inspiration. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95.


946557 BIRD WOODCARVING PATTERNS. By Frank C. Russell. Presents a collection of original patterns for woodcarvers and other three dimensional or flatwork artists to use. The information, detailed sketches, and patterns will give carvers new skills as well as carving techniques that will lead to the creation of beautiful pieces of art. 80 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95.

4743474 THE HANDCARVED BOWL: Designing, Turning, and Finishing from Scratch. By Danielle Rose Byrd. For seasoned and beginner woodworkers alike, learning traditional bowl-carving skills provides unparalleled insight to basic properties of wood behavior and intimate knowledge of how tool edges interact with grain. Along the way you’ll learn tips and tricks that will keep you safe, and guide you toward that finish you work in any direction you’d like. Well illus, in color. 248 pages, blue Hills. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95.

3899031 DRAWING WITH FIRE. By Anny Carver. Kick your crafting up a notch with incredible hand-drawn woodburnings. With a variety of pieces for inspiration, you can hone your pyrography skills as you create your own wonderful woodburnings. Each easy to follow description of the technique. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95.

4780927 WOODLAND WORKSHOP: Tools and Devices for Woodcarvers. By Ben Law. Explains what makes a good woodsmith workshop. Outlines the key tools that are used and shows you how to make an array of fascinating devices from scratch. Added tidbits of historical and practical information make this an invaluable guide for every green woodworker. Fully illus., many in color, 208 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95.

4731246 FANCY COFFINS TO MAKE YOURSELF. By Dale Power. Offers a complete guide to what may be one of your most critical undertakings–constructing your own coffins. Includes information on the historic and modern tools involved. The authors also present great ideas for carving your own pole, whether with traditional designs or more personal folk-art motifs. Fully illus, in color. 136 pages, Boston Mills. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $18.95.

381310X CARVING MOUNTAIN MEN WITH CLEVE TAYLOR. Features clear, concise instructions with over 225 color photographs, guiding wood carvers through every step of the process. Patterns are included for the mountain man and his long rifle. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95.

4739221 CARVING THE CIVIL WAR WITH TOM WOLFE. This dramatic period in American history comes to life in this illustrated guide. Union and Confederate soldiers are featured with step by step instructions for carving. One figure is carved all the way through, and patterns are provided for others. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95.

3976009 12 SPOONS, 2 BOWLS, AND A KNIFE: 15 Step-by-Step, Hands-on Projects for the Kitchen. By Paul Kingery. A collection of easy to build woodworking projects that will deliver a modern day essays and handmade flavor to your busy kitchen. Projects, with complete instructions, include a pizza server, a segmented bowl, beer caddy and more. Fully illus. in color. 165 pages, CedarLane. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.

3922801 CARVING CARTOON BOOKMARKS: A Beginner’s Step-by-Step Guide. By Chris Morgan. With over 200 color images, and illustrated step by step instructions, this guide will provide carvers of all skill levels with fresh ideas for weekend carvings. Make a Santa head or Abraham Lincoln–the possibilities are endless. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99.

5660380 WOOD CARVING PROJECTS FOR EVERYDAY USE. By David Piccuto. A collection of easy to build woodworking projects that will deliver a modern flavor to your busy kitchen. Projects, with complete instructions, include a pizza server, a segmented bowl, beer caddy and more. Fully illus. in color. 165 pages, CedarLane. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.
Woodworking

- **395132** WOODWORKING PROJECTS AND PATTERNS FOR BEGINNERS. By Minisa Robinson. All the basic woodworking information you need to know is presented in this easy-to-follow, step-by-step format. 172 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

- **4739124** CARVING ELVES. By Kelley Stadelman. Takes the carver step by step through the process of creating a life sized elf. Thoroughly illustrated with a color photograph and descriptive caption. Includes full-size patterns and tips. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11, Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99


- **3758149** SOLAR ELECTRICITY BASICS, 2ND REVISED EDITION: Patterns for Powering the Solar Age. By Dan Chiras. Offers a concise and up-to-date guide covering all the essentials for meeting our need to provide fuel that is clean, efficient, and sustainable and affordable. 473 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

- **32932X** ELECTRONICS IN EASY STEPS. By John Mantovani. This simple guide tells you all about the building blocks that make up electronic circuits and the components that make an electronic device tick. Ideal for someone who has always wanted to know how electronics work and what electronic components do—from simple theory through to actually building, testing, and troubleshooting. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

- **3198197** TAN YOUR HIDE! Home Tanning Leather & Furs. By Phyllis Hobson. All you need to know about tools and chemicals, and the steps for tanning leather and fur, along with instructions and patterns for creating mittens, hats, vests, belts, bags, and many other items for your family. 136 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

- **3433686** THE CLOCK REPAIRER’S HANDBOOK. By Laurie Pennman. Everyone needs to know how to diagnose and correct faults in various kinds of clocks. The author lays out the layman and creation of wheels, pinions, pendulums, escapements, and much more. This guide is the perfect introduction to the fascinating world of clock making. Fully illus. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. Pub. at $14.99

- **5756074** THE MILLING MACHINE FOR HOME MACHINISTS. By Harold Hall. Provides the detailed knowledge you need to successfully choose, install, and operate a milling machine in your workshop. It will help you understand which accessories are essential and explain the usage of each machine in detail for the vast majority of applications in an easy to follow format. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

- **3461550** MAKING METAL CLOCKS FOR HOME MACHINISTS, Revised. By Stan Bray. Learn the fundamentals of this timeless trade, from the necessary tools, materials, and methods to the layout and creation of wheels, pinions, pendulums, and escapements. 172 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99


- **3802116** STANDARD HANDBOOK OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, 16TH EDITION. Ed. by H.W. Beatty & D.G. Fink. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $162.00

Do-It-Yourself Advice

- **3785149** SOLAR ELECTRICITY BASICS, 2ND REVISED EDITION: Patterns for Powering the Solar Age. By Dan Chiras. Offers a concise and up-to-date guide covering all the essentials for meeting our need to provide fuel that is clean, efficient, and sustainable and affordable. 473 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

- **4739205** CARVING A SITTING BEAR IN SOAPSTONE. By Dawn Hartwig et al. 48 pages. Schiffer. 8x11, Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


- **3815933** CARVING REALISTIC ANIMALS WITH POWER, 2ND EDITION. By Frank C. Russell. 80 pages. Schiffer. 8x11, Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Legal Advice & the Legal System

- **3877531** THE COPYRIGHT GUIDE, FOURTH EDITION: How You Can Protect and Profit from Copyrights. By Lee Wilson. A must-have reference guide for anyone who creates or uses copyrighted material. Covers everything from Copyrights and the era of exploding information to the 2014 Supreme Court case against the US Copyright Office and a discussion of the implications for all creators. 387 pages. Skyhorse. 8x11, Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


- **3802116** STANDARD HANDBOOK OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, 16TH EDITION. Ed. by H.W. Beatty & D.G. Fink. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $162.00


- **3683336** TRADITIONAL CRAFTS & SKILLS FROM THE COUNTRY. By Monte & Joan Burch. A growing number of people are intrigued by the “homesteader” experience, enjoying the idea of doing things themselves, whether they own a big spread or just a skill that may provide a secondary income. 262 pages. Lyons. 8x11, Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

- **3841634** BASIC BENCHMARK FOR HOME MACHINISTS. By Les Ondridge. Clearly written and illustrated with technical diagrams, tables, and photos, you’ll gain a solid foundation in the basics of engineering benchmark that will become second nature to you. 240 pages. Rockport. Pub. at $11.95

- **5791650** OBTAINING A CRIMINAL PARDON: Clear Your Record & Gain a Fresh Start, 2ND EDITION. By H.W. Beatty & J.P. Fink. Trend. Pub. at $14.95
More About Cats

4796316 THE OFFICIAL U.S. MILITARY WORKING DOG TRAINING HANDBOOK. By Department of Defense. A部门 hoping to train a dog exactly as the U.S. military trains its canine soldiers. This manual is the Department of Defense’s principal source of information on caring for and training military working dogs. 295 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95.

429705X U.S. MILITARY WORKING DOG TRAINING HANDBOOK. By Department of Defense. A department hoping to train a dog exactly as the U.S. military trains its canine soldiers. From the basics, such as heel and stay, to negotiating an obstacle course, tracking, searching, and even attacking, this manual will help you train your dog to be the best trained canines in the world. 295 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95.

4671198 BRAIN GAMES FOR CATS. By Claire Arosmith. A brilliantly conceived compendium of fun games, tricks and activities that you can enjoy with your dog that will help to stretch and challenge it mentally and allow it to enjoy a top quality workout for mind and body. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $16.95.

4741588 DOG’S BEST FRIEND: Season 1, Volume 1. Widescreen. You’ve heard of man’s best friend, but what’s a dog’s best friend? This cute, and at times, hilarious series reveals the true stories of the most unlikely companionships, from the fun times to the challenges that dog and owner face. Collects five episodes from Season 1. 111 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $9.95. $12.95.

4868279 THE ART OF TRAINING YOUR DOG: How to Gently Teach Good Behavior Using an E-Collar. By The Monks of How She’s & M. Goldberg. Presents for the first time a new compassionate and efficient system for training your dogs, with background and advice on choosing the right remote electronic collar. In as little as six weeks, your dog will learn skills like going to leash, visiting leashes, obeying leashes commands such as sit; stop troublesome behaviors, and play safely off leash with consistent recall. Well illus. in color. 280 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95. $21.95.

4652681 THE DOG DOG: A founding father of the breed, William Blackstone and his colleagues have created a mecca for holistic care, offering hopes to scores of previously hopeless animals (and their owners). My empathetic philosophy is transference for all living things. 122 minutes. MVD Visual. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $19.95.


3982204 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC COMPLETE GUIDE TO PET HEALTH, BEHAVIOR, AND HAPPINESS. By Gary Weitzman. This manual recognizes the common illnesses and injuries so your pet can be treated as soon as possible, and learn about seeking holistic treatment options. 265 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95.

3922520 CANTER’S COMPLETE GUIDE TO TRAINING YOUR DOG. By Jean Milne & K. Wild. Coven of all walks such as picking a breed, basic welfare needs, nutrition, vaccination, pet insurance, neutering, and training. It also covers behavioral aspects such as breed traits, barking, body language, living with other dogs, living with people and children, how dogs learn, and overcoming fears. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $12.95.


291705X ALL ABOUT DOGS: The Book That Transforms into a DVD. By Edward R. Hamilton. A book that transforms into a DVD. The art of reading and looking at dogs comes to the screen in this DVD. With the help of Dr. Rory Kress, a veterinary behaviorist, viewers can see how dogs learn, and overcome their fears. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

3965962 DOG TRAINING HANDBOOK. * By Dr. Paul Dorries. Of Defense. Discover how to train your dog exactly as the U.S. military trains its canine soldiers. This manual is the Department of Defense’s principal source of information on caring for and training military working dogs. 295 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95.
Cat Confessions
By Allia Zobel Nolan. It’s time to let the cat out of the bag and have a laugh, and this little volume is just the one to do it! With hilarious, poignant, and adorable confessions, cat owners around the world will finally have proof that cats are not pruff-rect. Harvest House. Pub. at $9.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95

691215X CATFULNESS: The Path to Inner Peace. Compiled by Michael Powell. Cats run circles around us because they live moment to moment and follow the things that really matter in life. Featuring the wisdom and insight of cats, this delightful title shows how each day we can all live more catly. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $9.99. PRICE CUT to $2.95

6906825 TIPS FOR SHARING THE LIFE OF CATS & DOGS. Wide-eyed, wide-armed, wide-legged, the world of our closest canine and feline friends is one where you follow a puppy from birth to motherto and a newborn kitten to nimble adulthood. You’ll understand, our pets’ extraordinary behavior as never before, and grow to love them more than ever! English SDH. 102 minutes. BBC. PRICE CUT to $2.95

6911830 BONO: The Amazing Story of a Rescue Cat Who Inspired a Community. By Helen Brown. Bono had become homeless during Hurricane Sandy, had survived a serious injury, and needed daily medications. As a “special needs” cat, he was an unlikely candidate for adoption. But as affection between them grew, Helen resolved to see that Bono found his forever home. She didn’t know that he would change her life in ways she never dreamed possible. 270 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. PRICE CUT to $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 4933635 BONO: The Amazing Story of a Rescue Cat Who Inspired a Community. By Helen Brown. Bono had become homeless during Hurricane Sandy, had survived a serious injury, and needed daily medications. As a “special needs” cat, he was an unlikely candidate for adoption. But as affection between them grew, Helen resolved to see that Bono found his forever home. She didn’t know that he would change her life in ways she never dreamed possible. 304 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

3894179 TRAVELS OF SUKI THE ADVENTURE CAT. By M. Gutfreund & L-A. Ingram. Meet Suki, a gorgeous Bengal cat from Canada who isn’t afraid of taking her tiny paws on big adventures. From the castles of Europe to the sandy shores of California, her travels prove that anyone can wander this wondrous world. Fully illus. in color. 154 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

3892695 HOW TO BE A CAT. By L. Swerling & R. Lazar. A lighthearted illustrated guide to living life as a feline with quirky captions that confirm what we already know: cats actually rule the household. Fully illus. in color. 154 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

6911840 MY RESCUE DOG RESCUED ME: Amazing True Stories of Adopted Canine Heroes. By Sharon Ward Keeble. An unforgettable collection of stories of adopted dogs who came to their owners’ aid—whether it was saving them from physical threats or helping to recover from mental illness, PTSD, and bereavement. 247 pages. Skyeshorse. Pub. at $17.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

6934179 TRAVELS OF SUKI THE ADVENTURE CAT. By M. Gutfreund & L-A. Ingram. Meet Suki, a gorgeous Bengal cat from Canada who isn’t afraid of taking her tiny paws on big adventures. From the castles of Europe to the sandy shores of California, her travels prove that anyone can wander this wondrous world. Fully illus. in color. 154 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

3893663 MUTUAL RESCUE: How Adopting a Homeless Animal Can Save You, Too. By Caro Novell. This moving and scientific examination at the therapeutic power of rescuing a homeless animal is an illuminating look into the potential of pets to shape our lives and open our hearts, and will transform the way you think about homeless animals and their place in our world. Color photos. 264 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $4.95

3997712 PEACE, LOVE, GOATS OF ANARCHY. By Leanne Lauricella & A. Brydon. Part humor, part memoir of living with goats, and part testament to the power of giving back, the heartwarming stories of how Leanne’s goats taught her about compassion, courage and will touch your heart, inspire you to help animals in need, and fight like a goat! Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Rock Point. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $13.95

3874422 CAT CONFESSIONS. By Allia Zobel Nolan. It’s time to let the cat out of the bag and have a laugh, and this little volume is just the one to do it! With hilarious, poignant, and adorable confessions, cat owners around the world will finally have proof that cats are not pruff-rect. Harvest House. Pub. at $9.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95

3862834 CATS IN HATS. Compiled by Luna McDermott. Featuring the wisdom and insight of cats, this delightful title shows just exactly who owns whom. Willow Creek. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3853261 MEWSINGS: Excerpts from the Feline Mystique. By Fiona Green. In this delightful volume, Green shares her large portfolio of beautiful cat portraits and her years of cat observations. If you have a fascination for the complex and curious cat, you’ll be inspired by this collection of photos and tidbits of cat information. 104 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $17.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

4749235 POCKET PIGGIES: I Love You! By Richard Austin. Celebrate the most magical feeling of all with this hilarious combination of the cutest dog photos and ancient wisdom. Willow Creek. Pub. at $15.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95

390585X CATS IN HATS. By Kat Scratching. Presents 45 fantastically bedecked kitties—from a sultry Somali in a Stetson to a Persian soupspoon in a party hat to a good old American Indian who’s all dressed up like Uncle Sam. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $9.99. PRICE CUT to $3.95

5473455 DOGS VS. ICE CREAM. By Diana Lundin. The celebrity dog photographer provides a fantastic and unforgettable collection of images, from Maltese to Yorkies, to Springer spaniels and every breed you can think of who might like a scoop of ice cream. Familius. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95

5091196 PUGS ON RUGS. By Jack Andraka. Adorable images of small dogs and their cheese and crackers, pugs and rugs are a classic combination. This adorabe volume will have you drooling over 45 color photos of the cutest dogs on the planet. Filled with photos of the places you might have never even seen! 96 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $9.99. PRICE CUT to $3.95

4665797 REALLY IMPORTANT STUFF MY DOG HAS TAUGHT ME. By Cynthia C. Copeland. Pairing an irresistible photograph with just the right life lesson, every page of this warm and wise little volume reminds us of what’s important. 170 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95

4777867 CATSTROLOGY. By Luna Malcolm. Learn the essential astrology basics, discover the perfect feline partner for your star sign and explore the zodiac in a whole new way with this hilarious combination of the cutest cat photos and ancient wisdom. Willow Creek. Pub. at $15.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95

4777905 DOGSTROLOGY. By Luna Malcolm. Learn the essential astrology basics, discover the perfect canine partner for your star sign and explore the zodiac in a whole new way with this hilarious combination of the cutest dog photos and ancient wisdom. Willow Creek. Pub. at $15.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95
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8440805 GREATNESS IN THE SHADOWS: Larry Doby and the Integration of the American League. By Douglas M. Branson. Just weeks after Jackie Robinson joined the Brooklyn Dodgers, Larry Doby joined Robinson in breaking the color barrier in the major leagues when he became the first black player to integrate the American League, signing with the Cleveland Indians in July, 1947. 299 pages. UNeP. Pub. at $34.95  

**LIMITED EDITION**


480476 FIGHT FOR OLD DC: George Preston Marshall, the Integration of the Washington Redskins, and the Birth of a New NFL. By Andrew O'Toole. In 1932, tycoon George Preston Marshall became part owner of the Boston Braves franchise in the National Football League. From 1952 to 1970, he chronicles these pivotal years when the NFL began its ascent to the top of the nation's sporting interest. 16 pages of photos. 240 pages. UNeP. Pub. at $29.95  

4854129 TALES FROM THE 1962 NEW YORK METS DUGOUT. By Janet Paskin. From the team's first win, in its 10th inning, through the Mets' final game, ended with the Mets grounding into a triple play, Paskin recaptures that spectacle of a season, with stories from those who lost and lived to tell. Photo. 202 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $13.95  

94110X BEARS BY THE NUMBERS: A Complete Team History of the Chicago Bears by Uniform Number. By Lew Freedman. Since the Chicago Bears first adopted uniform numbers in 1920, the team has handled only about 1,000 numbers in more than 80 years. The bears have played more than 40 seasons in the NFL, with 38 seasons covered in this book. 255 pages. Illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  

4899157 BASEBALL FAQ: All That's Left to Know About America's Pastime. By Tom DeMichael. Part history, part instructional guide, and part reference manual, this volume covers all the basics from the basics of the game to the ballparks of yesterday and today, from the minors to the major league, and from the stats to the food. Well illus., in color. 375 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95  

3807274 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO SPORTS BETTING. By Josh Appelbaum. There's a lot to be made in sports betting, but it's not as simple as betting on your favorite team. In fact it's pretty easy to lose money if you don't know how to gamble. This book will give you the inside scoop on how to combine your sports knowledge with a sound betting game plan. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  

4816977 BOXED: A Visual History and the Art of Boxing. By Carlos Reiol. How did boxing, as a metaphor or have been otherwise inspired by the sport of boxing. Alongside new work by Carlos Reiol, it includes art by Steven Beresney, Andrea Gentile, Andy Warhol, Gary Simmons, and many more. 314 pages. Illus., in color. 208 pages. Domani. $39.95/$21.95. Pub. at $80.00  

4804957 THE ART OF FOOTBALL: The Early Game in the Golden Age of American Sport. By Turrow. The modern readers back to the day when players themselves were new to the sport and the illustrators had to show the public what the new game of football was. Well illus., in color. 243 pages. UNeP. $10.75  

SPECIAL OFFER: 481885X - 10% OFF! TAKE YOUR PICK: THIS EMPIRE: The True Power Behind the New York Yankees. By B. Kastenbauer. The story of this man who decided to take his own life rather than continue his losing battle against the traumatic brain injuries he had sustained as a high school football player, and at the same time a larger story about the issues that football raises about masculinity and violence, and about the needs still in our kids. Photos. 256 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.95  

379489X HOW 'BOUT THEM COWBOS? Inside the Huddle with the Stars and Legends of America's Team. By Gary Myers. An inside look at the most valuable sports franchise on the planet. The Dallas Cowboys. Delivers a fun and surprising account of America's Team, its greatest ceiling, its mercurial management, the vicious rivalries, and the enduring saga that makes this the most popular and polarizing team in sports. 16 pages of color photos. 275 pages. Grand Central.  }

**LIMITED EDITION**

SOLD OUT 4776340 BASEBALL AMERICA PRESENTS BEFORE THEY WERE STARS. Most of the stars we know now were stars before they were famous. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Baseball America. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95  


395465X THE BUCS! SECOND EDITION: The Story of the Pittsburgh Pirates. By John McCollister. Shows how Pittsburgh was swept by the Murders' Row Yankees in the 27 Fall Classic and recalls the miracle of 1960 when Mazeroski electrified the nation with his Series-winning home run, Clemente leading the victory charge in '71, Bonds powering the franchise's return to prominence in the early 90s and much more. Fully illus., in color. 216 pages. Lyons. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  

**Travel**

4754980 SIGNS OF LIFE: A Doctor’s Journey to the Ends of the Earth. By Stephen一切都结束了。This gripping and moving narrative of medical adventure and personal discovery is a testament to the power of human compassion and the human spirit. 16 pages of color photos. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

★ 3926427 THAILAND: Visual Explorer Guide. By Narisa Chakrabongse. The kingdom of Thailand is a land of diversity, from the rice terraces, Buddhist temples and parks of the mountainous north to the marine parks and islands of the tropical south. In the midst of this country are the ever-fascinating people. With stunning images, this is a colorful exploration of Thailand. 224 pages. Ambr Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3971300 ON THE GANGES: Encounters with Saints and Sinners Along India’s Mystic River. By George Black. Takes readers on an extraordinary journey from the glaciers of the Himalayas to the sacred city of Varanasi to the “hundred million city” of Calcutta. Here, Black meets with people of all castes and creeds, from the most revered saints to the poorest of the poor. 208 pages. Wiley. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 4844777 THE OUTER HEBRIDES: A Historical Guide. By Mary MacLeod Rivett. Lying forty miles to the west of mainland Scotland, forming a barrier to the North Atlantic and culturally distinct since early prehistory, the islands contain a wealth of historical and archaeological monuments, including the standing stones at Callanish, the magnificent St. Clement’s Church and the broch at Jarlshof. In full-page colour photographs that match this lively text, this book brings these ancient islands to life. 212 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95

4792831 TRIAL OF STRENGTH: Adventures and Misadventures on the Wild and Remote Subantarctic Islands. By Shona Riddell. Written by a descendant of two subantarctic settlers from Britain, and featuring stunning photographs, Riddell brings these historical tales to life for a 21st century audience, while inspiring a lasting appreciation for the most remote parts of our planet. 254 pages. Exile Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

3999535 A YEAR IN PARIS. By John Baxter. A sumptuous and definitive portrait of Paris through the seasons, highlighting the unique tastes, sights, and changing personality of the city in spring, summer, fall, and winter. An unforgettable blend of history, travel reportage, and memoir–of high culture and low. 315 pages. Grove. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

4755871 GOLD FEVER: One Man’s Adventures on the Trail of the Gold Rush. By Steve Bogdan. In 2013, Bogdan decided he wanted a piece of the action, flying to San Francisco to join the 21st century’s gold rush in a quest to understand the allure of the metal. 320 pages. OneWorld. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

3923589 GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN: New England’s Ghost Towns, Cemeteries, & Memorials. By S. Paradis & C. Milam. This enthralling and moving account of New England’s rich history by visiting these 36 historic locations, abandoned villages, monuments, and cemeteries from the past is found in Connecticut to the grave of an accused vampire in Rhode Island. Offers visitor information, detailed directions, and fascinating history. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $14.95

4784448 HIMALAYA: A Literary Homage to Adventure, Meditation, and Life on the Roof of the World. Ed. by R. Bond & N. Gokhale. With over thirty essays, this exhilarating anthology offers a dazzling range of voices that reveal accounts of great ascents and descents, and the challenges–from avalanches to searching for a snow leopard and enjoying the simple pleasure of riding a handicap down a railroad track. These diverse writings bring to life the spirit of the Himalaya in full panoramic. 302 pages. Shambhala. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $5.95

4777026 BARCELONA: Places and History. By Fabrizio Fintini. In exploring Barcelona’s monuments, buildings, parks and waterfront, this illustrated volume dramatically presents one of the world’s most dynamic cities. 136 pages. WhiteStar. In exploring Barcelona’s monuments, buildings, parks and waterfront, this illustrated volume dramatically presents one of the world’s most dynamic cities. 136 pages. WhiteStar. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3945502 BEARS IN THE STREETS: Three Journeys Across a Changing Russia. By Lisa Dickey. Lisa Dickey traveled across the whole of Russia three times, making friends in eleven different cities, then coming back again and again to see how their lives had changed. Filled with wacky travel stories, unexpected twists, and keen insights, this volume offers an unprecedented, on the ground view of Russia today. Illus. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

★ 3926511 CANADA: Visual Explorer Guide. By Norah Myers. From city life in Montreal and Toronto to whale watching and ice roads in the far north, a fascinating exploration of the world’s largest country is presented. Packed with more than 200 stunning photographs, this is a celebration of the landscape, culture and history of Canada. 224 pages. Ambr Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3986109 TIME PIECES: A Dublin Memoir. By John Banville. Born and bred in small town a train ride away from Dublin, Banville saw the city as a place of enchantment when he was a child. In an evocative, witty, clear-eyed memoir he guides us through the city, delighting in its high and low cultural, architectural, political and social histories. Photos, 60 full-page and some in color. 212 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

3907078 NEW ENGLAND’S NATURAL WONDERS: A Visitor’s Guide. By John S. Burk. Introduces readers to more than 100 of New England’s natural areas. Each site description details why the area is unique, how it was formed, historical anecdotes, and information on recommended trails and auto roads. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼”. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95

3922103 CENTRAL AMERICA: A CHASER’S PERSPECTIVES. By John S. Burk. The Valley region of western and central Massachusetts is home to myriad natural areas, picturesque cities, abundant wildlife, and historic sites connected by the watersheds of New England’s most scenic rivers. Venture through these lush vistas from the Gulf of Maine to Room Island and even the royal romance of the Underground House, with the help of over 300 full-page and some illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

★ 4649133 THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE TRAIL: Exploring America’s Ridgeline Trail. By Barry Scout Myers. Dividing the continent, more than 250 spectacular contemporary images, previously unpublished historical photos, and evocative scenes record the contrast of nature and human intervention with the volume. Filled with fascinating chapters, this edition celebrates and documents the history, beauty, and importance of America’s ridgeline trail. 288 pages. Rizzoli. 10½x10¼”. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

4772582 YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK: Past and Present. By J.T. Chiang & S. Silverthorn. The first publication on Yosemite National Park and the people who saw to its preservation are celebrated in 300 images from past to present, from breathtaking scientific studies to photographs to vintage postcards that illustrate the park’s storied history. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x9” Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

★ 3926370 NORWAY: Visual Explorer Guide. By Claudia Martin. Norway, the land of the midnight sun, is famous for its natural beauty, fjords, mountains, and lakes. The northern lights, the magnificent scenery and culture have long captivated visitors to the country. Featuring more than 180 outstanding photographs, this is a stunning visual journey through this beautiful country. 224 pages. Ambr Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

4755391 AN ARABIAN JOURNEY: One Man’s Through the Heart of the Middle East. By Leslie Wood. An enthralling account of Wood’s epic circumnavigation of the Arabian Peninsula, where he encounters some of the harshest and most beautiful environments—from challenging expectations to an understanding of the American landscape, culture and history of America. 208 pages. Ambr Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3918484 SPIRIT OF THE SEAS: Exploring the Rivers and Seas of Europe and visit the stunning waters of the Caribbean. Explore the rivers and seas of Europe and visit the stunning waters of the Caribbean. 379 pages. Exisle. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

3938164 WALKING THE HIMALAYAS. By Levison Wood. British explorer Levison Wood brings you along on his latest adventure: an 1,800 mile four month long trek, through eight countries from Mexico to Colombia. A breathtaking journey across some of the most diverse and unpredictable regions on earth. 16 pages of color photos. 291 pages. Grove. Paperback. At $14.95 $9.95

3987914 SICILIAN SPLENDORS: Discovering the Secret Places That Speak to the Heart. By John Keayhe. Explores the island’s history, politics, and foods and demonstrate that Sicily, whom Keayhe calls “the path of all routes,” brings these historical tales to life for a 21st century audience, while inspiring a lasting appreciation for the most remote parts of our planet. 224 pages. Ambr Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 4890753 THE UNREMEMBERED PLACES: Exploring Scotland’s Wild Highground in plain view in many of Scotland’s most remote areas are ruins and relics that are the silent memoirs to stories, events and ways of life that defined these places decades, centuries, even thousands of years ago. Take a journey with Baker and explore these fascinating sights. Color photos. 284 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

4782631 ATLAS OF THE UNEXPECTED. By Patrick Baker. Hidden in plain view from the fortuitous discovery of the Dead Sea scrolls by a stray goat, to the wonderfully bizarre beginnings that led to the aptly named Just Enough Room Island and even the royal romance of the Underground House, Elborough takes you on a voyage to some of the world’s most wondrous places. Well illus. 208 pages. While Lion. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

★ 4900250 TAKEN BY BEAR IN GLACIER NATIONAL PARK: Harrowing Encounters Beheld and Humans. By Kathleen Snow. With help from personnel at park headquarters, Snow collected over one million years’ worth of harrowing true stories that read like crime scene investigations and provide harrowing lessons in outdoor survival. Photos, some in color. 344 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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**Puzzles & Games**

**3783197** **OPTICAL ILLUSIONS: The Science of Visual Perception.** By Al Seckel. This collection of 275 optical illusions includes the well-known–Shephard’s Tabletop, Wade’s Spiral; Floating Finger Illusion; Ames Room; Rubin’s Face/Vase illusion–along with the lesser known but no less fascinating. Includes notes about the science of visual perception behind the illusions, explaining what you see. Fully illus., many in color. 312 pages. Dover. $14.95

**3074066** **SHUFFLE AND DEAL: 50 Classic Card Games.** By Tara Gallagher. Offers complete rules and variations for 50 classic card games–all selected for their fun-factor–from hearts to pennyroyal from Avalanche to Pinocchio; tips for playing strategically little-known facts on card-playing history; and more than 300 gorgeous reproductions of vintage card art, from medieval times to present day. 160 pages. Harper. Pub. at $19.99

**3939550** **KILLER POKER: Strategy and Tactics for Winning Poker Player.** By John H. Miller. Includes tips on how to leave your inhibitions at the door, analyze and fix your own flaws honestly and fearlessly, gain confidence, and play some of the best poker players can. By completely changing your state of mind. It’s time to put your cards on the table and outfox your opponents and walk away a winner. 261 pages. Lyle Stuart. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**4573441** **SHERLOCK HOLMES’ RUDIMENTARY PUZZLES: Riddles, Enigmas and Challenges Inspired by the World’s Greatest Crime-Solver.** By John Watson. Would you have fared as well in this devilishly difficult collection of challenges and hone your logical deductions skills on the way. Learn to think like Holmes, the world’s greatest fictional detective, and take up the 70 greatest enigmas. All answers and explanations are included. Illus. 144 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $14.95

**3952665** **THE ULTIMATE RPG GAMEPLAY GUIDE.** By James D’Amato. Whether you’re new to the role-playing game world, getting back into RPGs, or want to get more out of your current campaign, this ultimate guide is the most fun and creative way to make your story one worth telling. Includes exercises and advice to help you get the most from your gaming experience. By Benoit Adam and the Bletchley Park Trust. Follow in the footsteps of the greatest codebreakers and establish whether you have the puzzle-solving skills needed to have worked at wartime Bletchley Park. Solutions provided. 127 pages. Actarus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**4832272** **SECRET AGENT BRAINTEASERS.** By Ben Adler. Use your powers of logic and deduction, guided by the clues and the grid provided, to find your way to the unique solution to each ingenious puzzle. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Actarus. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**4875857** **INCREDIBLE BRAIN TRAINING PUZZLES.** By Ben Adler. In this brilliant collection, you will find 260 ingenious brain teasers, of various fun and entertaining types, designed to give you a great mental workout. Each features hours of fun keeping your mind fit and active! Solutions included. 160 pages. Actarus. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**4753807** **INGENIOUS SUPER SUDOKU.** By Ben Adler. If you can place numbers correctly in the grid, you will find more than 250 puzzles arranged in five levels of difficulty, from beginners’ to expert, so there’s something for every puzzle fan. Solutions included. 160 pages. Actarus. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**4732003** **MÖBIUS STRIPS AND TWISTERS.** By Ford Coughlin. Whether you are looking to practice your critical thinking skills or you just want to keep your mind sharp, these puzzles provide hours of fun. Solutions provided. 268 pages. Faber. Paperbound.

**4793282** **BOOST YOUR BRAIN: Puzzles to Improve Your Mental Fitness.** Mental exercises, but not of the kind you do at work, that help to keep our brains fit and active, and the variety of puzzles in this collection are designed to help you do just that. The puzzles are accompanied by hints and tips on various topics, giving you the perfect start to your brain training journey. Solutions included. 160 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**4673190** **THE MURDER BOX.** By Patricia Moll. Need to occupy your brain? Included here are puzzles, images for coloring, illusions, jokes and plenty more to keep your mind busy! Solutions provided. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Carlton. 9¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**4685386** **WARGAME THE SPANISH ARMADA 1588.** Battle for Britain. By P. Dennis & A. Callan. The squadron of Queen Elizabeth’s “Sea Dogs” clash once more with King Philip of Spain’s mighty fleet using the rules of veteran wargamer Andy Callan. Combined in this source book are profile models of all but the smallest vessels in the fleets–expertly illustrated pieces that can be cut-out and glued together for your next tabletop session. 48 pages. Helion & Company. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**4808363** **FOR YOUR EYES ONLY.** By D. Vazacopoulos. Using the included 3D glasses, you can find the naughty notes hidden among the sweet little illustrations filling this volume. Adults only. Summersdale. Pub. at $11.99

**4690780** **ULTIMATE KILLER SUDOKU BOOK 1.** Perfect for relaxing at home, coffee breaks, or commutes. This collection of 200 Sudoku puzzles is guaranteed to provide you with a daily challenge. Solutions included. 237 pages. Richardson. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**4673335** **LEONARDO DA VINCI’S INVENTIVE PUZZLES.** By Richard W. Galland. Taking inspiration from da Vinci’s life work, this volume provides more than 60 enigmas, logic problems, and riddles to be cracked and solved, each of which are illustrated with da Vinci’s own unique sketches, in the masterful style of the master himself. Solutions included. 143 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $11.95

**4659937** **PUZZLE NINJA: Pit Your Wits Against the Japanese Puzzle Masters.** By Alex Bellos. After traveling to Japan to meet the puzzle masters behind these habit-forming key brain teasers, Beilos has brought back over 200 puzzles that will flex, stretch and blow your mind. Answers provided. 268 pages. Faber. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**4665090** **EXTREME DOT-TO-DOT.** Spectacular Places. Taking inspiration from a wide range of spectacular places, this exciting extreme adult dot to dot edition features 42 amazingly intricate puzzles that will test your skill and sharpness. Or join! Solutions included. B.E.S. 9¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**4696599** **THE SATURDAY EVENING POST MORE POST THE DIFFERENCES PICTURE PUZZLES.** Features a new collection of 25 pairs of famous vintage cover illustrations from The Saturday Evening Post so you can have fun with 50, 70, 90, 15-20 subtle differences between the seemingly identical images originally created by Norman Rockwell, John Falter, Stevan Dohanos, Benjamin Kimberly Prins and others. Solutions included. 64 pages. Dover. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**4732003** **EXPERT IQ PUZZLES: The Turing Tests.** Not intended for the faint-hearted, these puzzles are designed to challenge experienced puzzle solvers. This collection of variously numbered levels of increasing difficulty. Solutions included. 160 pages. Actarus. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**4712714** **MENSULA ULTIMATE BRAIN BENDERS.** By David Millar. Improve your memory, concentration, creativity, reasoning, and problem-solving skills all while you have fun solving these ultimate puzzles. Solutions provided. 118 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95

---
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**3981126 X-TRAIN YOUR BRAIN, LEVEL 2: Building Core Strength.** By Corinne L. Godman with F.M. Crinella. A brain-exercise program designed by two experts in the field of brain function and fitness. Each volume in this series works on the proven principle that mental muscle can be gained and maintained through an exercise regimen. This volume helps you strengthen and use your mental muscles, and provides 71 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**3858863 JOHN MULHOLLAND'S STORY OF MAGIC: The Development of the Art of Illusion by the CIA’s Master Magician.** Originally published in 1985, it is a detective tour through the progression of magic, from its origin to the book’s contemporary period. It offers insights and reflections on famous moments in magic history, informative, and together a time line of events for those interested in the history of magic. Well illus. 71 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $9.99

**PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**3962637 THE SECRETS OF HOUDEIN.** By J.C. Cannit. An unabridged republication of the work originally published in 1931. Exposing the closely kept professional secrets, and revealing in general terms the whole art of stage magic, this volume is now considered a classic study of Houdin’s strange deception. Illus. 279 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 **SOLD OUT**


**3971143 SOLVING SHERLOCK HOLMES: Puzzle Your Way Through the Cases.** By Pierre Berloquin. This deluxe edition includes tear-out maps to navigate through six whodunit cases; pages of crosswords, ciphers, cryptograms, ciphers, logic puzzles, and more; and a three-part interwoven puzzle format to keep fans fully immersed in Sherlock’s world. 192 pages. Crestwood. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

**3936201 THE GREAT HOUDEIN’S PUZZLE VAULT.** By Tim Dedopulos. The legend of Houdini has inspired this collection of more than 100 difficult enigmas and conundrums designed to test the depths of your intellect. Can you unlock the web of puzzles and escape from the traps set within before it’s too late? Solutions provided. 279 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 **SOLD OUT**

**4767160 THE MOST DIFFICULT PATTERN PUZZLES.** By Tim Dedopulos. In this volume, you’ll find 200 of some of the trickiest conundrums that you will ever come across—all based around sequences, shapes and ciphers. Solutions provided. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 **SOLD OUT**

**4704383 THE RELATIVELY DIFFICULT PUZZLE UNIVERSE.** By Tim Dedopulos. You will find puzzles, enigmas, and tests of logic, all inspired by the incredible mind of Albert Einstein. This book tests your brain’s ability to navigate through a web of conundrums. 300 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4715500 THE ALAN TURING CODEBREAKER'S PUZZLE BOOK.** Compiled by Gareth Moore. This collection was undertaken by The Turing Trust, the charity set up by Alan’s family in his memory, designed to challenge your code-breaking skills and filled with testing puzzles of varying difficulty, with solutions included. 256 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3877612 EASY AS ABC CROSSWORDS.** By Doug Peterson. Solving these crosswords is nearly as easy as reciting your ABCs—but infinitely more fun! With 72 puzzles full of simple answers provided, it is a great place to start if you're new to the daily grind. Includes solutions. 96 pages. Puzzleswright. 8¼x10¾. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**3921885 USA WORD SEARCH PUZZLES.** By F.J. D'Agostino & T.J. Rathner. This collection of world search puzzles is sure to please and entertain your dedicated puzzle enthusiasts with all kinds of U.S. history, geography, and trivia. Solutions are provided. 126 pages. Dover. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**3929584 LITERARY PUZZLE BOOK: 120 Classic Crosswords, Sudoku, and Other Games for Book Lovers.** By青山Somervile. Offers puzzles of varying difficulty levels and literary themes that will amuse, excite, and inform. Featuring 120 crosswords that will keep you scratching your head and your favorite authors and obscure literary terms. These puzzles include anagrams, guesstimates, and crosswords and word searches, riddles and Sudoku, and more. Solutions included. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**4672674 WELCOME TO DOTVILLE.** By Conceptis Puzzles. Travel from dot to dot, completing puzzles that reveal intricate pictures of flowers, animals, Pegasus, fairy tale characters, and more. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzleswright. 8¼x10¾. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95

**3976149 ABRACADABRA/ Secret Methods Magicians & Others Use to Deceive Their Audience.** By Nathaniel Schiffman. A fascinating insider’s look at what goes on at a magician’s show. Written by the master of the sleight-of-hand tricks and mind benders. Schiffman also explores in detail the intriguing world of offstage “magic” as practiced by advertisers, politicians, faith healers, psychics, and others. Illus. 441 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**


**PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**3926923 SELF-WORKING MENTAL MAGIC: 67 Foolproof Mind-Reading Tricks.** By Karl Fulves. Drawings. 8 x 10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**PRICE CUT to $4.95**


**4701965 ORIGAMI DOMIS.** By Andy Parkinson. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Tarquin. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 **SOLD OUT**


**3957862 THE RELATIVELY DIFFICULT PUZZLE CROSSWORD COLLECTION.** Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. LARGE PRINT EDITION. How well do you know the Duke? See how much you remember about John Wayne’s family and films, test your knowledge of the country he loved so dearly, and give your brain a good workout with all kinds of Duke-themed activities such as word searches, jigsaw puzzles, and more. The real key to surviving in an unpredictable world is understanding the natural forces and relationships that rule everything we do. Illus. 319 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**4954**

**3966555 THE JOHN WAYNE ULTIMATE PUZZLE COLLECTION, Vol. 2.** Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. See how much you remember about John Wayne’s family and films, test your knowledge of the country he loved so dearly, and give your brain a good workout with all kinds of Duke-themed activities such as word searches, jigsaw puzzles, and more. This new edition is packed with even more crosswords, word searches, Sudoku, jigsaw puzzles and more! Includes: solutions. Well illus. 319 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**4812573 THE JOHN WAYNE COMPLETE PUZZLE COLLECTION.** Ed by Jeff Ashworth. LARGE PRINT EDITION. How well do you know the Duke? See how much you remember about John Wayne’s family and films, test your knowledge of the country he loved so dearly, and give your brain a good workout with all kinds of Duke-themed activities such as word searches, jigsaw puzzles, and more! This real key to surviving in an unpredictable world is understanding the natural forces and relationships that rule everything we do. Illus. 319 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**4954**

**4690368 LARGE PRINT PUZZLE COLLECTION.** Ed. by Patience Coster. Ed. by Patience Coster. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Set down for hours of fun with this fabulous collection of puzzles and challenges that will exercise your creativity and brainpower! Solve 201 puzzles of varying difficulty for hours of fun. 201 pages. Thunder Bay. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**4.95**

**4673042 BIBLE POWER PUZZLES.** By Diego Jourdan Pellegr. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Offers 500 puzzles that are sure to sharpen your memory and knowledge of both the Old and New Testaments of the Bible. This enormous collection is filled with a variety of different Bible-related logic activities and brain teasers to choose from. Solutions included. 582 pages. Good Books. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**

**4845331 BY SCYTHED PUZZLES. LARGE PRINT EDITION. CHALLENGE your brain, but not your eyes. Getting in a bit of puzzle rut? Then kakuro are just what you need! These hybrid puzzles perfectly blend word and number guesses and will keep you occupied for many hours. It all adds up to a lot of fun that is sure to challenge your logic and math skills. Includes 225 puzzles. 288 pages. Pomegranate. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**4672674 WELCOME TO DOTVILLE.** By Conceptis Puzzles. Travel from dot to dot, completing puzzles that reveal intricate pictures of flowers, animals, Pegasus, fairy tale characters, and more. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzleswright. 8¼x10½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95

**$7.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/858
Crosswords & Word Games


3879184 THE NEW YORK TIMES EASY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 21. Ed. by Will Shortz. Have fun with these 100 easy crossword puzzles. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11 Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $8.95


2810883 THE NEW YORK TIMES GREATEST HITS OF MONDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Never one to pass up a challenge? Then you’re the perfect match for this collection of 50 tough Friday crossword puzzles. Start your weekend right! Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11 Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $5.95

3952363 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE FRIDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Nobody loves Monday best unless you’re a New York Times crossword puzzle solver! This collection of 100 easy crosswords will give you a case of the Mondays in no time at all. Solutions included. 100 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3952398 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE THURSDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. You know you love Thursday? Well, this collection of 100 easy Thursday crossword puzzles includes some of your favorites. Well known as the trickiest, most fun-filled puzzles of the week, here are 50 to light up your brain and tickle your funny bone. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11 Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $5.95

3923371 THE NEW YORK TIMES SPRINGTIME SOLVING CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Do a little spring-cleaning and clean the cobwebs from your mind with this charming collection of 50 easy crossword puzzles. Includes solutions. 92 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3923363 THE NEW YORK TIMES KEEP MERRY AND CROSSWORD ON. Ed. by Will Shortz. Celebrate the season with crosswords! Offers up 200 stocking-filler puzzles that range from easy to hard, all featuring the fresh, funny wordplay you’ve come to expect from The New York Times. Solutions provided. 200 pages. St. Martin’s 100% Ways. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $3.95

4812816 THE NEW YORK TIMES MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY EASY TO MEDIUM CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. By the time Friday rolls around, most solvers are scrambling for their crossword puzzle dictionaries. This volume spans the week challenging you to sharpen your pencil and dive in! Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11 Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $8.95


3840499 ARE LOSTERBS AMBIDEXTROUS? An Imponderables Book. By David Feldman. An entertaining yet highly informative fact book filled with the answers to hundreds of questions about the natural world as well as human inventions. Describes such trivia as the how of the toilet got its shape, and what the “Q” in the Q-tip stands for. Illus. 296 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3916522 NOW I KNOW: The Soviets Unbelievable stories, bizarre facts and hair-raising oddities from Russia. By David Leff. Discover the bizarre and outrageous-like why cat owners in Siberia really need to pay their taxes—and learn about Getromino the bear, who was dropped from a flying plane to solve an idahoan beaver crisis, while you up your trivia game and out-nerd your friends with this collection of 100 facts to blow your mind. 296 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

2849372 URBAN LEGENDS: Bizarre Tales You Won’t Believe. By James Proud. There are some stories that people will claim are true without a doubt, and this collection showcases the best of these fascinating and often creep tale. Whether you believe these urban myths or not, they have the power to unnerve and enthral us all. 286 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

9291817 LIES THEY TEACH IN SCHOOL: Exposing the Myths Behind 250 Common Myths. By Herb Reich. Here is a humorous, witty, and charming collection of anecdotes that exposes errors that have been perpetuated in classrooms across the nation. 156 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3706230 NAPOLEON’S HEMORRHOIDS: And Other Small Events That Changed History. By Phil Mason. Fascinating, humorous, and a roller coaster of dizzying historical what-ifs and lesser known anecdotes, this compendium is a potpourri for serious and casual history buffs alike. Ultimately, the truth of what really changed history reveals that reveals how much of history turned out to be the consequence of fortune, accident, or luck. 253 pages. Ripley Publishing. 9½x12. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95

4733439 THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF EVERYDAY INVENTIONS. By Laura Hetherington. Here are the extraordinary true stories of the toaster, the passport, the toothbrush, the pizza saver, and sliced bread–along with many more intriguing discoveries. Illus. 144 pages. Whalen Book Works. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


Trivia & Imponderables
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A FIELD GUIDE TO THE JEWISH PEOPLE. By Dave Barry et al. Combining the sweetness of an apricot rugelach with the wisdom of a matzoh ball, this is the last reference on Judaism that you will ever need. So gather up your chosen ones, open a bottle of Manischewitz, and get ready to laugh as you finally begin to understand the inner workings of Judaism. Illus. 244 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $25.99 $7.95

DOLLY: An Unauthorized Collection of Wise & Witty Words on Grit, Grip, Love & Life from Dolly Parton. By Mary Taia. Whether it’s Dolly’s warmth and generosity, her humble roots and down-home values, her gifts to film and music, or her unique, zany, unforgettable style and humor, she has plenty of life secrets to share. Enjoy this collection of her wisest quotes, funniest cracks, and encouraging words for living life well lived. Illus. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

HOW TO APPEAR NORMAL AT SOCIAL EVENTS: And Other Essential Wisdom. By Lord Birthday. Offers illustrated lists and quirky human behavior tips on finding your life’s purpose to defending yourself against forest clowns. 112 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

THE WORLD’S FUNNEST LAWYER JOKES: A Caseload of Jurisprudential Jests. By Steven D. Price. Lawyers have been the butt of hundreds and hundreds of jokes over the centuries. This collection jokes fun (and malice) at the expense of all Snoopers, Stooges, and twits in this humorous guide to the well lived. Illus. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

THE MOST LOW-DOWN, LOUSTIEST, LOATHESOMESOMETHING EVER SAID. Ed. by Steven D. Price. Gathered from the very bottom of the most low-down and nastiest things ever said from a wide variety of sources with some of the most wicked put-downs. 145 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

OUT BUSTERS AND BELLY LAUGHS: Jokes for Seniors, Boomers, and Anyone Else Who Thinks 30-Somethings Are Just Kids. By Steven D. Price. Adults have been the butt of hundreds and hundreds of jokes over the centuries. This collection jokes fun (and malice) at the expense of all Snoopers, Stooges, and twits in this humorous guide to the well lived. Illus. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

THE CLASSIFIED CAT. Vol. XXIV. By Joe Dziak. A humorous interpretation of the often lurid and bizarre “Personals” section found in most urban newspapers. In it, city cats are fighting loneliness and searching for fulfillment by writing their own personal offerings hoping to find that perfect mate. Illus. 66 pages. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

YOU ARE NOT SO SMART. By David McNally. Every decision we make, every thought we contemplate, and every emotion we feel comes with a story we tell ourselves to explain them. Often these stories aren’t true. Bringing together popular science and psychology with humor and wit, this is a celebration of our irrational human behavior. 303 pages. Avery. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

A FIELDS GUIDE TO THE JEWISH PEOPLE. By Marcus Tullius Cicero. This lively new translation of Cicero’s elegant work on writing amusing epigrams includes more than a few lawyer jokes—this little volume will appeal to anyone interested in humor or the art of public speaking. 292 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

HOW TO TELL A JOK: An Ancient Guide to the Art of Humor. By Marcus Tullius Cicero. This lively new translation of Cicero’s elegant work on writing amusing epigrams includes more than a few lawyer jokes—this little volume will appeal to anyone interested in humor or the art of public speaking. 292 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

YOU ARE NOT SO SMART. By David McNally. Every decision we make, every thought we contemplate, and every emotion we feel comes with a story we tell ourselves to explain them. Often these stories aren’t true. Bringing together popular science and psychology with humor and wit, this is a celebration of our irrational human behavior. 303 pages. Avery. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

YOU ARE NOT SO SMART. By David McNally. Every decision we make, every thought we contemplate, and every emotion we feel comes with a story we tell ourselves to explain them. Often these stories aren’t true. Bringing together popular science and psychology with humor and wit, this is a celebration of our irrational human behavior. 303 pages. Avery. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95
Plant Directories & Growing Guides

475297X STUFF EVERY GARDENER SHOULD KNOW. By Susan R. Branch. A collection of garden tips, and plenty of ideas for your next horticultural project. You'll discover the secrets to indoor seed-starting, how to divide perennials, soil testing tips, after-dark landscaping, weed control strategies, attracting beneficial insects, and more. 145 pages. Quirk. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

2873621 PLANTFULL: Start Small, Grow Big with 150 Plants That Spread, Self-Sow, and Overwinter. By Kristin Green. These pages are filled with a collection of seeds, plants, and flowers that self-sow from their roots, and outfit our seasonal expectations. Green offers lessons on propagating and providing seed saving tips. Full-color photography and product photos for shade, and much more. 145 pages. Quirk. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95


3935108 THE GUIDE TO HUMID CRIMATE CONTROL. By Theresa Rooney. You can arm yourself with clever and kind ways to keep pests from your garden. Whether you're a seasoned gardener or a new grower, this manual provides cunning tips and techniques for fighting the bugs, borers, slugs, and much more. This guide is your road map to a happy, healthy, and safe yard. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

1856049 HOMEMADE BERRIES: Successfully Grow Your Own Strawberries, Raspberries, Blueberries, Blackberries, and More. By Teri Dunn Chase. Why buy berries from the supermarket when you can grow them? This guide shows you how to go from planning that first luscious fruit. You'll learn the best varieties for your region, how to fit them into your landscape, and how to maintain your berry plants. Illus. in color. 272 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $13.95

3864359 THE POCKET GUIDE TO WILD MUSHROOMS: Helpful Tips for Mushrooms in the Field. By Steve Stedman. Describes over 50 edible wild mushrooms as well as the mushrooms with which they are often confused, whether edible or toxic. Using practical symbols, detailed photos, and tips on picking, cleaning, and cooking, the reader will safely become familiar with a wide variety of mushrooms. 125 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

4727983 THE WORLD’S WORST WEEDS. By Lefty G. Holm et al. An inventory of the worst weeds of the world, with practical descriptions and advice on what to do to control them. Photos, and tips on north american weeds, the reader will find much to their liking, and Jermy includes helpful chapters on propagation and dealing with pests and diseases. Illus. in color. 320 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $13.95

39091X THE HIMALAYAN GARDEN: Growing from the Roof of the World. By Jim Jermy. Providing a general overview of the Himalaya to orient the reader, the author describes the plants from each ecological zone. Entertaining, informative, and engaging, the reader will find much to their liking, and Jermy includes helpful chapters on propagation and dealing with pests and diseases. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

4791944 WEEDS: The Beauty and Uses of 50 Vagabond Plants. By Rachel Bernhard. The author will show you how to grow a wide variety of vagabond tomatoes wherever you can plant seeds and no matter your gardening skills. Based on McGrath’s personal adventures in tomato growing, this guide shows you through choosing seeds, germinating, planting, nurturing, watering, harvesting homegrown tomatoes. Illus. in color. 120 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

3908297 YOU BET YOUR GARDEN GROWING GREAT TOMATOES; SECOND EDITION. By Mike McGrath. The author will show you how to grow a wide variety of vagabond tomatoes wherever you can plant seeds and no matter your gardening skills. Based on McGrath’s personal adventures in tomato growing, this guide shows you through choosing seeds, germinating, planting, nurturing, watering, harvesting homegrown tomatoes. Illus. in color. 120 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

3979060 KILLER PLANTS: Growing and Caring for Frightypants, Pitcher Plants, and Other Deadly Flora. By Molly Williams. They’re weird, they’re gorgeous, and they’re the perfect way to spice up your collection of houseplants. However, they can also be intimidating and frightening, and this guide is here to help. Illus. 152 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

3730476 GROWING HEIRLOOM FLOWERS: Bring the Vintage Beauty of Heritage Blooms to Your Modern Garden. By Christy Mediterranean. Nature is using flowers to bring beauty to the world of heritage breeds. In these pages you'll find the most favored heirloom species, detailed advice on growing, propagating, and caring for these plants, and everything you need to know to become a master of the heirloom flower movement. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

3758419 DIY AUTOFLOWERING CANNABIS: An Easy Way to Grow Your Own Marijuana. By Chris Morgan James. Whether you’re a seasoned cannabis grower or a new grower, this manual provides cunning tips and techniques for fighting the bugs, borers, slugs, and much more. This guide is your road map to a happy, healthy, and safe yard. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

3738222 THE ELDERBERRY FORAGE, Cultivate, Prepare, Preserve. By John Moody. Once a staple in homes across the world, and found along every highway, highland, and hedgerow, the elderberry is making a comeback. This fine guide shows you the many uses of elderberry, cultivating and foraging elderberry, and offers recipes for traditional food and medicine preparation. Illus. in color. 116 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $8.95

3850381 THE GARDENER’S BOTANICAL: An Encyclopedia of Latin Plant Names. By Ross Bayton. Contains more than 5,000 botanical names listed in alphabetical order, each followed by pronunciation guide, definition, example plant, and etymology. Also included are fact boxes, essays focusing on the history and importance of various plants. Fully illus. in color with botanical color illustrations. Over 2,500 popular plants are cross-referenced with their binomial. 352 pages. Princeton. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

3921138 COASTAL GARDEN PLANTS: Florida to Virginia. By Roy Heizer, photos by N. Heizer. Learn the history, folklore and ethnobotany of America’s coastal plants from Florida to Virginia. The plants’ botanical names are arranged alphabetically, with common names cross-referenced for easy use. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

3916636 GARDEN FLORA: The Natural and Cultural History of the Plants in Your Garden. By Noel K. Keener. 368 pages. Timber. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

3884618 THE GARDENER’S GUIDE TO SUCCULENTS. By Masa Matsuoka. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuttle. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


4728882 SUCCULENTS: Choosing, Growing, and Caring for Cacti and Other Succulents. By J. Bagnasco & B. Reidmuller. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. At $52.95 $18.95


PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

Timber Press will donate 10% of the net proceeds from the sale of this book to the Garden Writers Association’s Fund for the Future.Visit gardenwriters.org/legacy to learn more.

** timberpress.com/gardenwriters**
**38468X** STRAWE BALI SOLUTIONS. By Joriel Karsen. In this collection of fascinating illustrated pages of straw bale gardening you'll meet dozens of gardeners who will inspire you to give it a try. In any climate and on any continent, you can grow beautiful vegetables with no food has grown before. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99  $5.95

**476395** A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO TERRARIUM GARDENING. By Sueako Katsuji et al. Learn all the basics including how to use a variety of plants to create a terrarium to achieve the most striking look and how to choose the right plants and the right containers. With 52 different terrariums to choose from, you’ll be inspired to create your own beautiful garden in glass. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Tuttle. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $16.99  $14.95

**472724** 100 PLANTS TO FEED THE MONARCH: Create a Healthy Habitat to Sustain North America’s Most Beloved Butterfly. By the Xerces Society. A glance guide shows how you can help restore habitat by planting the native wildflowers, shrubs, and trees that monarchs depend on. Plant profiles highlight 31 varieties of milkweed and plants that sustain the adults during breeding and migration. Fully illus. in color. 286 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

**473484** HOW TO GROW YOUR OWN FOOD: An Illustrated Guide to Container Gardening. By Angela S. Judd. A comprehensive guide to container gardening for your balcony, patio, porch, patch of grass, windowsill, or even sidewalk or driveway. Learn the basic principles of container gardening, and use the step by step instructions for setting up your gardening space. Drawings. 144 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $17.99  $12.95

**390083** THE ULTIMATE BONSAI HANDBOOK: The Complete Guide for Beginners. By Yukio Hidoe. This invaluable guide provides detailed information on all the basics of growing and caring for bonsai, such as understanding different types of pots, tools, and containers, transplanting, wiring, watering and pruning, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 226 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99  $19.95

**459066** BOTANICUM MEDIICALE: A Modern Herbal of Medicinal Plants. By Catherine Whittlock. Organized alphabetically and beautifully illustrated with full-color artwork, this guide describes the history of herbal medicine, plant chemistry, and medical developments, to give crucial context. Includes a glossary. 224 pages. MIT Press. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

**388347** CONTAINER AND GREENHOUSE HANDBOOK. By James Tophill. Provides forty-one step by step projects covering a range of different planting schemes and types of containers. Everything from urns and troughs to chimney stacks and hanging baskets. Also offers advice on what to grow: from bonsai, bulbs, and bamboo to tumbling and creeping plants and flowers. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. CompanionHouse. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95  $14.95


**393812** AQUAPONIC GARDENING. By Sylvia Bernstein. Aquaponics is a revolutionary combination of the best of aquaculture and hydroponics, and an amazing fun and easy way to raise fish together with organic vegetables, greens, herbs, and ornamentals. This definitive guide for the dedicated DIY enthusiast. Well illus. some color. 258 pages. New Society. Pub. at $29.95  $22.95

**470478** STRIKING SUCCULENT GARDENING: Plans and Plans for Designing Your Low-Maintenance Landscape. By Gabriel Frank. Transform your outdoor space with the geometric forms and jeweled tones of succulents. Filled with inspiring photographs and step by step projects for container gardens, small space gardens, mixed plantings and more, this guide will help you create a water-wise paradise. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Ten Speed Paperb. Pub. at $17.95  $12.95

**474388** THE AMBONESE HERBAL, VOLUME FIVE. By Georgius Everhardus Rumphius. This comprehensive volume five of a five-volume reference, complete with over 800 original illustrations. Describes in remarkable detail more than 2,000 plants, their habitats, and their economic and medicinal uses. The complete works of seventeenth-century naturalist Georgius Everhardus Rumphius (1627-1702), 615 pages. Yale. Pub. at $95.00  $29.95

**474387** THE AMBONESE HERBAL, VOLUME FOUR. By Georgius Everhardus Rumphius. This comprehensive volume four of a five-volume reference, complete with over 800 original illustrations. Describes in remarkable detail more than 2,000 plants, their habitats, and their economic and medicinal uses. The complete works of seventeenth-century naturalist Georgius Everhardus Rumphius (1627-1702), 604 pages. Yale. Pub. at $100.00  $29.95

**474389** THE AMBONESE HERBAL, VOLUME ONE. By Georgius Everhardus Rumphius. This comprehensive volume one of a five-volume reference, complete with over 800 original illustrations. Details the complete works of seventeenth-century naturalist Georgius Everhardus Rumphius (1627-1702), 524 pages. Yale. Pub. at $100.00  $29.95

**474385** THE AMBONESE HERBAL, VOLUME THREE. By Georgius Everhardus Rumphius. This comprehensive volume three of a five-volume reference, complete with over 800 original illustrations. Details the complete works of seventeenth-century naturalist Georgius Everhardus Rumphius (1627-1702), 606 pages. Yale. Pub. at $100.00  $29.95

**474387** THE AMBONESE HERBAL, VOLUME TWO. By Georgius Everhardus Rumphius. This comprehensive volume two of a five-volume reference, complete with over 800 original illustrations. Details the complete works of seventeenth-century naturalist Georgius Everhardus Rumphius (1627-1702), 668 pages. Yale. Pub. at $100.00  $29.95


---
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**4749197** THE NATURE OF OAKS: The Rich Ecology of Our Most Essential Native Trees. By Douglas Tallamy. Takes us to a giant of the plant kingdom—the mighty oak tree. Whether you have or want oaks in your yard, or just appreciate their irreplaceable role in the health of our environment, this fascinating resource will ensure you never look at a “common” oak tree the same way ever again. Illus. in color. 197 pages. Timber. Pd at $27.95. 21.95.

**4844823** ATLAS OF FLOWERING PLANTS: Visited Studies of 200 Decorated Botanical Families. By I.M. Nieles & A.K. Niebel-Lohmann. The deconstructed plant parts—flowers, leaves, stamens, and fruits—are individually scanned and arranged side by side on a black background to provide unique insight into how plants grow and what they look like. The addition of text describing the plant families, and cross sections of the organs of some species, make this a valuable resource for botanical artists. Fully illus. 262 pages. Schiffer. 9x10½. $33.95.

**3739352** FOR THE LOVE OF WPAWS: A Miniature Guide for Growing Your Own Paw Paws. From Seed to Table. By Michael Judd. The pawpaw is an epicurean curiosity with a rich custardy flavor, and the fruit is packed with nutrients. While it can be a bit exotic tasting fruit and easy cultivation come together. Well describes of the techniques employed. Easy to follow instructions. Now you can have the beautiful, low-maintenance fruit tree. Dive into the pawpaw and you’ll find yourself appreciating this irreplaceable role in the ecosystem. 3Q2 color photos. 350 pages. Vintage. Pd at $18.95. 6.95.

**4728203** WOODWORKING PROJECTS FOR YOUR GARDEN AND PORCH. By Mattias Wenblad. These easy, fun, and attractive wood creations are accompanied by clear, step by step instructions and are divided into projects for planning, growing, socializing, and inviting. Create a 30” croquet, bocce ball, badminton, and table tennis to horseshoes, corn in the hole, and ladder ball, families everywhere are getting outside to play! Fully illus. Pd at $24.95. 4.95.

**4713669** FOUNDERING GARDENS. By Andrea Wulf. For the founding fathers, gardening, agriculture, and botany were elemental passions. This is an exploration of how the two forces, coupled with the occult aspects of agriculture, helped shape our modern food system. From Mormon to Mohawk, from Virginia to Virginia Woolf, the plants and their cultivation remain in our soil and their influence is felt in the potting shed and the vegetable patch of every gardener. 274 pages. Pd at $30.00. 7.95.

**4699491** AMERICAN GARDENS IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. By Ann Leighton. This second volume of a three-part series focuses on eighteenth-century gardens and gardening. From the eighteenth century, Thomas Jefferson’s most important botanical garden is described in detail, and the addition of text describing the plant families, and cross sections of the organs of some species, make this a valuable resource for botanical artists. Fully illus. 262 pages. Schiffer. 9x10½. Pd at $34.99. 14.95.

**3922434** DIPLOMATIC GARDENS OF WASHINGTON, D.C. By Linda K. Perry. Photos by A. Rogers. Take an exclusive look behind the embassy walls of Washington, D.C. Learn the history and horticultural ambitions of the residences and how it has influenced each of their gardens. Included are the residences of the embassies of Australia, Great Britain, Denmark, the European Union, France, Germany, Poland, and the Vatican. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Pd at $39.95. 9.95.

**4791053** GARDENS OF HISTORIC CHARLESTON. By James Lewis. Provides a wealthful ideas for planning or improving a garden of limited space. Using these ideas, individuals living in condominiums, townhouses, or small houses can create their own small-scale sanctuaries and incorporate the exotic plants that have become synonymous with historic Charleston. Illus. in color. 177 pages. Timber. Pd at $39.95. 14.95.

**4749197** THE NATURE OF OAKS: The Rich Ecology of Our Most Essential Native Trees. By Douglas Tallamy. Takes us to a giant of the plant kingdom—the mighty oak tree. Whether you have or want oaks in your yard, or just appreciate their irreplaceable role in the health of our environment, this fascinating resource will ensure you never look at a “common” oak tree the same way ever again. Illus. in color. 197 pages. Timber. Pd at $27.95. 21.95.

**4844823** ATLAS OF FLOWERING PLANTS: Visited Studies of 200 Decorated Botanical Families. By I.M. Nieles & A.K. Niebel-Lohmann. The deconstructed plant parts—flowers, leaves, stamens, and fruits—are individually scanned and arranged side by side on a black background to provide unique insight into how plants grow and what they look like. The addition of text describing the plant families, and cross sections of the organs of some species, make this a valuable resource for botanical artists. Fully illus. 262 pages. Schiffer. 9x10½. $33.95.

**3739352** FOR THE LOVE OF WPAWS: A Miniature Guide for Growing Your Own Paw Paws. From Seed to Table. By Michael Judd. The pawpaw is an epicurean curiosity with a rich custardy flavor, and the fruit is packed with nutrients. While it can be a bit exotic tasting fruit and easy cultivation come together. Well describes of the techniques employed. Easy to follow instructions. Now you can have the beautiful, low-maintenance fruit tree. Dive into the pawpaw and you’ll find yourself appreciating this irreplaceable role in the ecosystem. 3Q2 color photos. 350 pages. Vintage. Pd at $18.95. 6.95.

**4728203** WOODWORKING PROJECTS FOR YOUR GARDEN AND PORCH. By Mattias Wenblad. These easy, fun, and attractive wood creations are accompanied by clear, step by step instructions and are divided into projects for planning, growing, socializing, and inviting. Create a 30” croquet, bocce ball, badminton, and table tennis to horseshoes, corn in the hole, and ladder ball, families everywhere are getting outside to play! Fully illus. Pd at $24.95. 4.95.

**4713669** FOUNDERING GARDENS. By Andrea Wulf. For the founding fathers, gardening, agriculture, and botany were elemental passions. This is an exploration of how the two forces, coupled with the occult aspects of agriculture, helped shape our modern food system. From Mormon to Mohawk, from Virginia to Virginia Woolf, the plants and their cultivation remain in our soil and their influence is felt in the potting shed and the vegetable patch of every gardener. 274 pages. Pd at $30.00. 7.95.

**4699491** AMERICAN GARDENS IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. By Ann Leighton. This second volume of a three-part series focuses on eighteenth-century gardens and gardening. From the eighteenth century, Thomas Jefferson’s most important botanical garden is described in detail, and the addition of text describing the plant families, and cross sections of the organs of some species, make this a valuable resource for botanical artists. Fully illus. 262 pages. Schiffer. 9x10½. Pd at $34.99. 14.95.

**3922434** DIPLOMATIC GARDENS OF WASHINGTON, D.C. By Linda K. Perry. Photos by A. Rogers. Take an exclusive look behind the embassy walls of Washington, D.C. Learn the history and horticultural ambitions of the residences and how it has influenced each of their gardens. Included are the residences of the embassies of Australia, Great Britain, Denmark, the European Union, France, Germany, Poland, and the Vatican. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Pd at $39.95. 9.95.

**4791053** GARDENS OF HISTORIC CHARLESTON. By James Lewis. Provides a wealthful ideas for planning or improving a garden of limited space. Using these ideas, individuals living in condominiums, townhouses, or small houses can create their own small-scale sanctuaries and incorporate the exotic plants that have become synonymous with historic Charleston. Illus. in color. 177 pages. Timber. Pd at $39.95. 14.95.
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Knitting

38622TX VOGUE KNITTING: The Learn-to-Knit Book. This ultimate guide for beginners packed with fundamental techniques, tips, photos, and illustrations that provide the ideal starting reference for any beginning knitter. Once you've learned the basics, your new skills to use with more than twenty five beautiful and easy patterns. 128 pages.

SIXTH&SPRING 8X10¼. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $22.95 $17.95

4657030 AFGHAN LOOM PROJECTS: Designs & Techniques for 15 Cozy, Cuddly & Classic Accessories. Ed. by Barbara Gryzbiicki. With the KB Afghan Loom and this handy guide of beautiful designs and expert how-to instructions for fifteen projects, anyone can comfortably knit a beautiful 5-foot wide afghan with no sewing. Loom not included. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. David & Charles. 8¼x10¾. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $16.99 $12.95

384742X QUICK & SIMPLE CROCHET SCARVES: Designs from Up-and-Coming Designers. By Deirdre G. Wash et al. You’ll find 9 unique patterns from independent crochet designers, complete with simple technique guides for creating eye-catching stitches, shawl, and shawl projects are perfect for any skill level. Well illus. in color. 34 pages. David & Charles. 8¼x10¾. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $10.99 $7.95

476655 TINY TRINKETS TO CROCHET. By Steve Purcell. 125 patterns for small-scale crocheted novelties are easy to follow and include a helpful guide to tools, materials, and techniques. The projects—a turtle, squid, starfish, tiny little stars, and many others, will amaze your family and friends. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. TUIA. 8½x11. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $16.95 $12.95

380172Z CROCHET THERAPY: The Art of Savoring Each Stitch. By Betsan Corkhill. With clear instructions and a host of finishing techniques, this manual will help you discover your inner spirit and skill, while using the calming practice of crochet to inspire a more mindful way of life. Includes over 20 projects for finding your zen. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Abrams. 8¼x10¾. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $19.95 $15.95

4699378 CROCHET COWLS: 15 Bold & Beautiful Designs. By Sharon Hermes Silverman. Cowls are perennially popular accessories, and great cowl designs can be crocheted by anyone with the help of this guide. Showcasing bold colors and high-contrast graphic designs, this guide provides instructions for 15 cowls using traditional and Tunisian crochet techniques. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. TUIA. 8½x11. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $19.95 $15.95

3897432 WILL YOU BE ABLE TO CROCHET BY THE END OF THIS BOOK? By Zoe Bateman. Master the craft of crochet with the help of this comprehensive guide. Illustrated step-by-step instructions demonstrate the stitches and techniques, while 15 easy projects allow you to practice your skills with confidence. You’ll be able to choose from 15 different patterns, from a chic blanket and a cute cuddly toy, to a beautiful 5-foot wide afghan with no sewing. Includes video tutorials. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Trafalgar Square. Spiralbound. PUB. AT $22.95 $19.95

CROCHET

LIMITED QUANTITY 4845005 CROCHET 101: Master Basic Skills and Techniques Easily Through Step-by-Step Instruction. By Deborah Burger. Written for the beginner, these thorough instructions and clear illustrations expertly guide you through the basics of crocheting. Every new technique is introduced with practice swatches, and each of the sixteen projects teaches you something new. With the power of captivating exclusive access to hours of online techncial project tutorials. Color photos. 192 pages. Quarry. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $16.99 $12.95

4674715 CROCHET ANIMAL RUGS: Over 20 Crochet Patterns for Fun Floor Mats and Matching Accents. Learn from Yo Rott. Bring kids’ bedrooms to life with this collection of sensational animal rug designs with matching pillows, bags and more. Includes instructions for a sweet giraffe, a cute cat, a loving monkey and others. Includes tips and techniques. Fully illus., most in color. 143 pages. 8¼x10¼. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $22.99 $17.95

4872492 PETS: How to Crochet Animal Patterns from Kerry Lord. Learn to crochet with clearly illustrated step by step instructions that take you through the basics and introduce new techniques as you turn the pages. All your favorite pets–dogs, cats, and even a vibrant chameleon–are just waiting to be created. 112 pages. LARK. 8¾x11. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $16.95 $12.95

4800055 CROCHETED HOODS & COWLS. By Tammy Floyer. Composed of 27 crochet hoods and adorable animal hoods like a giraffe and bunny for kids. Various stitch patterns and embellishments make these hoods and cowls fun to crochet. Includes a section on techniques. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Stackpole. 8X10¼. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $24.95 $18.95

3876180 500+ CROCHET PATTERNS AND IDEAS. Expand your crochet knowledge with this collection of 500+ stitch patterns and blocks from out of print stitch books that you have loved–row brought back on one handy book. Includes openwork, children’s motifs, stitch patterns, bobbin, popcorns, bobble stitches, and many more! The CD included is both PC and MAC compatible. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Trifolium Press. 8¼x10¾. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $19.95 $15.95

CROCHET LOOMS

472500X FARM: How to Crochet Animals. By Kerry Lord. Learn to crochet this collection of twenty-five miniature farm animals. With clear instructions and patterns for each motif and stitch, you’ll bust your stash of leftover yarn to boot! Includes a chapter on crochet techniques. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. David & Charles. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $19.99 $14.95

475117X 100 MICRO CROCHET MOTIFS: Patterns and Charts for Tiny Crochet Creations. By Steffi Glaves. Explore the world of Micro Crochet with this collection of patterns and charts for 100 exquisite mini motifs and ten gorgeous projects. Includes charts, animals and lettuce, and a step-by-step instructions for the projects. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. 8¼x10¼. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $22.99 $17.95

4831357 A MODERN GUIDE TO TEXTURED CROCHET: A Collection of Wonderfully Tactile Stitches. By Lee Sartori. Learn how to create irresistibly tactile, textured crochet using Sartori’s comprehensive style of 40 stitch patterns. With clear, step by step sequences, charts and expert guidance, plus a chapter on essential skills and live modern projects, this is a must-have guide for all crocheters. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $22.00 $16.95

3815838 CROCHET CRATES SQUARES: Artistic Ways to Create Grannies and Dramatic MOSaic Designs. By Marina Guellung. You’ll find step by step instruction in stitches, from foundation chain to treble stitch, and how to swap colors, and the tips and techniques for working, finishing, and joining grannie squares; and a dozen of adaptable, brilliantly patterned designs with dynamic and artistic visual effect. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Trafalgar Square. Spiralbound. PUB. AT $22.95 $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/858
**Embroidery & Needlepoint**

**479708 SILK ART EMBROIDERY: A Woman’s History of Ornament & Empowerment.** By Donna Waller. Learn the fascinating history of a distinct style of needlework fashionable in Victorian America from approximately 1877 to 1912. This book is the first to provide a comprehensive collection of antique linens embroidered with incredible skill and shown in hundreds of images, including embroidery books, magazines, and other period items that help explain the story. Includes 2008 values. 160 pages. Schiffer. $24.95. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**478479 BIG BOOK OF EMBROIDERY: 250 Stitches with 29 Creative Projects.** By Renee Myer. This complete guide to 250 fully diagrammed popular embroidery stitches, from simple to complex, includes instructions, color charts, and techniques. Includes 29 beautiful step by step projects, from decorating shirts to decorating tablecloths and linens, and embroidered wall hangings. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Landauer Books. $10.95. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. **PRICE CUT TO $12.95**

**4745892 ORGANZA HOOP ART: Embroidery Techniques and Projects for Sheer Stitching.** By Sarah Godfrey. Discover the magic of embroidering on organza. With a helpful opening section on tools and materials, Godfrey walks you through 10 tutorials for need to know stitches and techniques, and features clear step by step instructions, full-size patterns, and inspirational photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT TO $12.95**

**471251X JOYFUL MENDING: Repair Projects for the Perfectly Imperfect Things We Love!** By Noriko Misumi. Shows you how to fix old items of clothing, linens and household objects by turning tears and flaws into beautiful features. Learn how to repair any kind of fabric that is torn, ripped or stained; work with damaged flat or curved surfaces; create repairs that blend in, and darn your handmade or expensive clothes, sweaters, linens and more! Fully illus. in color. 88 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**4737881 DEBBIE SHORE’S SEWING ROOM SECRETS: Essential Skills for Dressmakers.** Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. $12.95. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**


**4664478 YOUR SKIRT, YOUR WAY.** By Jennifer Taylor. 128 pages. Search. $11.95. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**4674812 WABI-SABI SEWING: 20 Sewing Patterns for Things We Love!** By Kennis Wong. Stitch your way to a new craft experience with 20 sewing patterns for all the things we love—from quilts and pillows to clothing and household objects by turning tears and stains into beautiful features. Includes step by step instructions. Features twenty-five iron-on transfers of famous art from around the world. Each line drawing is accompanied by detailed instructions, diagrams, color keys, and full-size patterns. Also includes a stitch library. Lark. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95. **$12.95**

**3989218 DOODLE STITCHING THE HOLIDAY MOTIF COLLECTION.** By Aimee Ray. In this Doodle Stitching collection, Ray presents 300 of her free-form embroidery motifs that she designed especially for holidays and seasons throughout the year. All of the motifs are presented in color on the pages and in inspirational projects, and digitally on the enclosed CD in simple black lines. 132 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$14.95**

**4673751 DOODLE STITCHING: Embroidery & Beyond.** By Aimee Ray. Use basic embroidery skills as a starting point; Ray pairs several fun techniques with her fresh, irresistible aesthetic. In each chapter, you get an introduction, learn about different embroidery techniques, and instructions for making a total of 22 beautiful projects. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **$12.95**

**39780X1 ANIMAL EMBROIDERY WORKBOOK: Step-by-Step Techniques & Patterns for 30 Cute Critters & More.** By Jessica Long. Take your embroidery to the next level, starting with beginner-friendly designs that then progress into more advanced thread painting designs. Each of the 30 projects includes instructions, diagrams, color keys, and full-size patterns. Also includes a stitch library. Lark. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$14.95**


**3921727 PLANT LADY EMBROIDERY: 300 Botanical Embroidery Motifs & Designs Shaped from Nature.** By John Michael Stoot. Stitch up all the most important people in your life with this one of kind method that solves technical challenges for you through cross stitching and floss and two pieces of cross-stitch fabric. Includes step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **$16.95**

**3973865 THE ART OF PUNCH NEEDLE EMBROIDERY.** By Marie Suarez. Discover the delights of punch needle embroidery in this gorgeous practical volume with a detailed chapter on techniques and materials. Suarez includes 20 charming projects using punch needle to create pretty wall hangings and stylish bags as inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. $14.95.
Cross Stitch

3972895 CROSS STITCH CHRISTMAS. By Helene Le Bere. Each design in this collection is accompanied by a full-page chart and three step-by-step instructions. The second includes a complete picture project, a photo album cover, gift tags, and Christmas candy pouches. There is also a helpful guide to fabrics, threads, tools and stitches included. Fully in color. 96 pages. Search. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

3979192 CROSS STITCH WILDFLOWERS AND GRASSES. By Hitako Nishisuyu. By this new collection of elegant cross stitch designs, inspired by the beauty and simplicity of wildflowers and grasses, there are instructions on how to choose from, so whether you admire the lily of the valley or the violet, there is sure to be a pattern that will catch your eye. Includes a full-size design, transfers, and cross stitch overview. Search. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.90

Needlework Projects & Reference

3788768 50 SUNFLOWERS TO KNIT, CROCHET & FELT. By Kristin Nicholas. Create your very own garden with these original sunflower designs, from blooms and buds to leaves, stems, and even little sunflower loving critters. With instructions and useful information on knitting, crochet, and felting techniques, as well as inspirational advice on how to work with color. Fully in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $21.99

488446X PUNCH NEEDLE EMBROIDERY FOR BEGINNERS. by Lucy Davidson. The twelve projects included here incorporate a variety of stitches and textures, and range from fun and snuggly pillows to stylish bags, wall and table hangings, and more! Each project includes charts, photos and a full-sized removable template. 80 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

4865932 PUNCH NEEDLE RUG HOOKING: Your Complete Resource to Learn & Love the Craft. By Amy Oxford. The guide you need to keep at your fingertips while you learn, and throughout your punch needle adventures for years to come. Along with how-to’s, you'll find in-depth info about every aspect of enjoying, succeeding with, and understanding punch needle rug hooking. Well illus. in color. 210 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x10¼.

4859961 VIBRANT PUNCH NEEDLE: Create a Home with Colorful Florals & Geometric Patterns. By Melissa Lowry. In this all-inclusive beginner’s guide, you’ll learn how to create projects using your own collection of colorful fiber art decorations for your home with a full-size removable templates, step by step instructions and tips and techniques. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Page Street. Pub. at $22.99

4774892 POM POM CATS. By Trikoti. Fully illus. in color. 97 pages. Nippian IPS. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Activities for Kids

LIMITED QUANTITY 484369X I AM NOT A TOILET PAPER ROLL: The Recycling Project Book. Don’t throw that toilet paper roll, you can create an easy and fun art and craft project! This guide is filled with awesome ideas and super simple step by step instructions. Ages 8-12. Fully in color. 48 pages. Dover, 9x11¼.
PUBLISHED: 4802047 CHRISTMAS DOT-TO-DOTS. By Jo Moon. Help Santa and his elves get ready for the big night by connecting the dots to complete the fun and exciting festive scenes. Ages 5 & up. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcus. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

4805089 CREATIVE KIDS COMPLETE PRIMING & KNOTTING. By Sherri VanSluys & M. Barnes. Get your kids tangled up in a hobby that will keep them entertained for hours. Nearly any type of string, thread, or cord can be used to create these designs, including nails, keys, chains, houses, decorations, and more. Ages 7-13. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Search. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

3974013 HOW TO DRAW BUTTERFLIES AND OTHER INSECTS. By Peter Gray. Introduces basic techniques for drawing butterflies and provides step by step instructions for drawing such insects as butterflies, flies, grasshoppers, and much more. Ages 8-11. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. PageStreet. Kids. 9x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.90

4802128 HOW TO DRAW MONSTERS AND OTHER SCARY STUFF. By P. Gamble & A. Brett. This easy to follow, step by step guide is the perfect reference for you to learn how to draw ghostly ghouls, horrible horrors, and creepy crawlies. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Arcus. 9x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

4560711 MAGIC MERMAID ACTIVITY BOOK. By Lisa Regan. Illus. by S. Loman. Dive to the depths of the sea and enter the enchanted world of the magical mermaids! This collection, which includes puzzles, drawing projects, and coloring pages, provides hours of fun and entertainment! Solutions included. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcus. 9x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

3890673 HIDDEN PICTURE PUZZLES AT THE ZOO. By Liz Ball. Spot hidden animals among the thousands of happy animals in over 50 exciting seek and find puzzles. Once you find all the secret items you can bring the pages to life by coloring them. With so much to discover, you’ll never want to leave the zoo! Solutions included. Ages 5-9. Fully illus. 95 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95

4730568 THE BIG BOOK OF FUNTIVITY: Puzzles, Mazes, Jokes, Ed. by JoAnn Padgett et al. Loaded with all sorts of puzzles, brainteasers, jokes, weird facts, and more, this is a fantastic educational aid for parents and teachers. Ages 5-9. 68 pages. Rockridge. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95

4734013 MY FIRST UNICORN DOT-TO-DOT. By Jo Peter et al. Illus. by T. Buckingham. Helps young readers to practice penmanship by joining the dots to complete colorful, unicorn-themed pictures. There are also questions on each page to add to the fun learning. Ages 5-8. Fully in color. B.E.S. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

4712453 ROLLS WORLD TOUR POP-ART STYLE. By Caroline Rowlands. Join Poppy, Branch and their friends on their most musical TROLLSTIGTIC adventure yet. Meet Trolls as you visit Funk, Country, Western, Dance, Classical and Rock. Includes pictures that jump right off the page and seventeen flaps that fold out to create a fabulous Trolls diorama! Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Welbeck. Pub. at $14.95


4730452 FUN AND EASY CRAFTING WITH RECYCLED MATERIALS. By Kathleen Queen. Create art using waste materials such as egg cartons, newspaper and cardboard into colorful decorations, amazing wearable masks, hats and jewelry or even simple puzzles and painted palettes with this activity book! Ages 6-11. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. PageStreet. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

472532X LEGO SPOOKY! Ultimate Sticker Collection. By Pamela Afram. Meet the ghostly ghosts, wicked witches, and scary monsters of the LEGO world with this ghoulish collection of more than 1,000 reusable full-color stickers. Gradeschoolers. 32 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

4853823 DINOSAURS: Fingerpaint Fun. By Kate Daubney. Create your imagination to create some amazing dino art using just your fingers. Give T. Rex some sharp teeth, add feathers to a fast running raptor or some spiky spines to complete your design. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcus. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

3960145 HIGHLIGHTS HIDDEN PICTURES ADVENTURE PUZZLES. By Kate Daubney. Solve the mystery puzzles and find whatever you can! The answers are included! Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Highlights for Children. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

2873540 THE LITTLE GIRLS’ LITTLE BOOK OF ART. By Kathyn Dixon. Featuring colorful paintings by thirty of the most talented and renowned artists the world has produced, every painting has the potential to engage your little girl’s interest and imagination, spark her curiosity about art and want to learn more about art, artists, and the creative process. Ages 5 & up. 128 pages. Bellagio. 10x7. Pub. at $24.95

4863374 HUMAN BODY ACTIVITY BOOK FOR KIDS: Hands-On Fun for Gradeschoolers. Perfect for kids aged 5-11, this book is packed with awesome activities and hands-on experiments that will get children excited about how amazing their bodies are! Featuring tonnes of fun facts and colorful diagrams, this book offers a fantastic educational aid for parents and teachers. Ages 5-9. 68 pages. Arcus. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95


4784391 CHILDREN’S CREATIVE CRAFT PROJECTS. By Margaret Etherton. Create the perfect craft projects for children to make and own, or to give as presents. The projects also provide a fun way for children and adults to be creative together. There are brilliant craft ideas for your space and store your stuff using stamping, stenciling, printing, stitching, painting, cutting, sticking, decoupage, and collage. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Tuva. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95
Activities for Kids

47341X EASY PAPER PROJECTS: 60 Crafts You Can Wear, Gift, Use and Admire. By Maggy Braund. Learn how versatile paper can be when creating fun, colorful crafts. Whether you have plain printer paper, a rainbow array of cardstock or just a stack of construction paper, you'll be able to create inventive paper crafts that require only a few materials you already have. Ages 6-11. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Price Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95


★ 395740 BUG HUNT: Backpack Explorer. Text by Kathleen Yale. Peek inside a flower, look under a log, and discover the fascinating bugs that surround you, b wild with this activity-packed field guide. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Storey. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ 3981652 MATH MAKER LAB: 27 Super-Cool Projects. Ed. by Kayla Dugger. Packed with 27 easy to make projects that will help you unlock the magic world of numbers. Learn new math skills as you make and play with your fantastic creations and discover just how much fun math can be. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

47704X DIY CIRCUS LAB FOR KIDS. By Jackie Leigh Davis. Make your own circus equipment at home or at school with this step by step guide and start learning circus skills today. Create your own show with your friends, and share circus arts in your community. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Quarry. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

473755 ULTIMATE SUPER MARIO RUN HANDBOOK. By Chris Scullion. Gives you all the tricks, tips, and secrets you need to know to become a top runner in all three modes of the game. With profiles of all your favorite characters it’s packed with Super Mario trivia, a Mario quiz and loads of amazing facts. A world that you never knew about from the iconic character in gaming history. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Carlton Kids. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95

★ 460604 MAGIC TRICKS FOR KIDS: Easy-Step-by-Step Instructions for 25 Amazing Illusions. By Phil Ackerly. Filled with awesome illusions that are simple to accomplish, and puzzles to solve. You'll have so much fun that you won't care if you're there yet! Answers are provided. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. MoonDance. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95


★ 3980246 DIY CIRCUS LAB FOR KIDS. By Jackie Leigh Davis. Make your own circus equipment at home or at school with this step by step guide and start learning circus skills today. Create your own show with your friends, and share circus arts in your community. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Quarry. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

479526 SCIENCE IN A JAR. By Julia Garstecki. Easy to follow directions and helpful color photographs will guide you through each experiment, while short features offer fun facts and examples of how scientists apply specific concepts in the larger world. Ages 10 & up. 128 pages. Quarry. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

★ 3962121 HIGHLIGHTS LET'S WRITE CURSIVE: Write-On Wipe-Off. With the write-on, wipe-off pages and included dry erase marker, your child can enjoy every activity countless times. Just wipe off the pages and start all over again. Includes step by step guides, a marker information and tutorials to support your child’s success. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 54 pages. Highlights for Children. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

470276 CATCH CAT: Discover the Wonders in this Search and Find Adventure. Claire Grainger. By Council. With seven densely illustrated continent maps to unpick, explanatory spreads overflowing with facts, and bright and big illustrations, this is the perfect seek and find adventure for all. Ages 5-8. Wide Eyed. 9x11¾. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ 396938X PHONICS STORYBOOK: Learn to Read. By Laurin Brainard. Phonics is a technique that sounds with letters, or group of letters in the alphabet. It’s an important technique to master as a new reader. Packed with 25 delightful stories, songs, and fun activities that feature the common phonetic patterns your child will need to know to become a confident reader. Ages 5-7. Fully illus. in color. 154 pages. Rockridge. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


478320 THE ENGLISH GRAMMAR WORKBOOK FOR GRAMADI 4, 3, AND 4. By Shelly Rees. Covering all the must know concepts for 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders, including parts of speech, sentence structure, punctuation, and more, this grammar workbook provides a comprehensive review with fun lessons. Whether it’s word searches, coloring or playing grammar bingo, set your child up for elementary school success! Answers included. Grades 3-5. 184 pages. Rockridge. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

484664 THE WORLD IN MY KITCHEN. By S. Brown & K. Morris. Join us in a delicious journey around the globe with your children in China eat squiggly noodles without knives and forks! Try a traditional Moroccan tagine, which is cooked in a pot shaped like a witch’s hat! Be bold with the chili and make our own Mexican salsa. Bake sweet pineapple and coconut cakes to bring Brazilian sunshine to your day! Ages 5 & up. Color photos. 144 pages. Nourish. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


3984643 THE JOKIEST JOKING BATHROOM JOKE BOOK EVER WRITTEN...NO JOKES. By May Roche, illus. by A. Black. Full of the very funniest, the absolutely cleverest, the totally grossest bathroom jokes you’ll ever find. Wow your friends and gross out your foes with these hilarious one-liners, gobs, knock-knock jokes, and pony puns. Ages 10 & up. Illus. 225 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

4763239 BUILD IT: T. Rex Dinosaur. By Scott Forbes. Build from your own dinosaur with this model guide and instructions which includes a step by step instruction booklet full of cool dinosaur facts and model parts. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. Carlton. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

PRICE CUT to $2.95

3942242 CREATUREPEXIA ACTIVITY BOOK. By Adrienne Barman. Bursting with more than 30 drawing activities, 50 stickers and a fold-out scene to color, this collection of curious creatures will keep young explorers busy for hours. Ages 5-9. Fully illus. Wide Eyed. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

PRICE CUT to $2.95

3863338 COMPLETE PERIODIC TABLE FOR KIDS. By Honni A. Saronco. Contains a feast of optical trickery and mesmerizing puzzles: colorful, curious, and crazy, you’ll see things you never thought possible. You’ll be amazed that you can do so much at home with so few Solutions included. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

PRICE CUT to $2.95


PRICE CUT to $2.95

3970915 THE GROWING-UP’S GUIDE TO MAKING ART WITH KIDS. By Lee Foster-Wilson. You and your kids will love learning to draw together using these easy to follow puzzles. Perfect for those in the halfway stage of being side drawing and joint activity. Ages 8 & up. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 3940721 THE ARTFUL PARENT: Simple Ways to Fill Your Family’s Life with Art & Creativity. By Jean Werner. Price setting up a studio space in your home to finding the best art materials for children, this guide gives you all the information you need to get started, from making art and engaging art and craft projects included here are accessible and developmentally appropriate for one to eight year olds. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Roost. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $12.95

PRICE CUT to $2.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Activities for Kids


4733509 INCREDIBLE LEGO CREATIONS FROM SPACE WITH BRICKS YOU ALREADY HAVE. By Sarah Dees. Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95


4782623 3D JUNGLE ANIMAL MASKS. By Wintercroft. Fully illus. in color. 16 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

3983234 AMAZING OPTICAL ILLUSIONS. By G.A. Sarcone & M.J. Watert. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Carlton Kids. 11x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95


396213X HIGHLIGHTS MY FIRST 1-2-3 HIDDEN PICTURES: Write-On Wipe-Off! Fully illus. in color. Highlights for Children. 8x11x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

3903141 SENSATIONAL ILLUSIONS: Bamboozle Your Brain, Scramble Your Senses. Ed. by Margaret Fasih. 31 pages. Dorling Kindersley. K. Adams & Co. as well as 50 of the most common sight words, which will help children get a head start on recognizing these words and speed up the process of becoming a successful reader. Ages 2 & up. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.90

4843614 FIRST BODY BOOK. By Clive Gifford. Set off on an adventure through the human body, from your brilliant brain to your ticklish toes! Packed with amazing information and with a large body systems wall poster included, this is a fun introduction to biology for Ages 5 & up. 8½x11. Paperbound. Miles Kelly. 10½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $6.95

4751094 FIRST CHILDREN’S DICTIONARY. Ed. by Rebecca Warren. Discover more than 4,000 words and definitions to build vocabulary and spelling skills with this easy to navigate dictionary filled with extra features such as world collections and opposites. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $7.95


3969215 COMPLETE CURRICULUM SUCCESS GRADE 3. 312 pages. Popular Book Company. 8x½11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $11.95

3969207 COMPLETE CURRICULUM SUCCESS GRADE 2. Paperbound. 8x½11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $11.95

3940349 CHILDREN’S DICTIONARY. Ed. by Martin Manser. This dictionary serves as a helpful tool for all young learners, and contains more than three thousand words, pictures, and definitions to create a comprehensive reference work. Children can easily understand glossary, it explains meaning and functions of words that children are likely to come across in their daily interactions. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 395 pages. S&S. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

4751108 FIRST ENCYCLOPEDIA. By A. Gani & C. Oxладе. This exciting illustrated encyclopedia is packed with clear, well-researched information and questions with answers. Featuring key facts, quiz questions, and fun activities bringing information to life! Ages 5 & up. 168 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

4751340 LEARN EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO ACADE COMPUTER SCIENCE AND CODING IN ONE BIG FAT NOTEBOOK: The Complete Middle School Study Guide. By Grant Smith. This volume will help sixth- and seventh-graders sink in with key concepts, mnemonic devices, definitions, diagrams, and colorful doodles to help you understand computer science. Ages 11-16. 366 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $11.95


3979318 DINOSAURS AND DIGGERS: A B & C. The dinosaurs operating cool diggers in this boardbook will help your little one introduce words, letters, while silly jokes and illustrated pages make it fun for them to write. Ages 7 & up. Rockridge. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $5.95

4728030 THOMAS AND THE BUZZY BEES: Step into Reading. Can Thomas get the buzzy bees back in their hive and deliver them on time? Ages 4-6. Fully illus. in color. 24 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. $4.95


4725840 TEACH YOUR CHILD TO READ IN 100 EASY LESSONS. By Siegfried Engelmann et al. An easy and enjoyable step by step program of 20-minute lessons guaranteed to have your child reading at second-grade level in 100 days. Ages 3-6. 395 pages. S&S. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. $7.95

4683302 LEARN TO READ: Sight Words Storybook. By Kimberly Ann Kędziorski, illus. by I. Keay. Contains two sight words storybook fun and feature 50 of the most common sight words, which will help children get a head start on recognizing these words and speed up the process of becoming a successful reader. Ages 3 & up. 45 pages. Sky Pony. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95

4847105 BARRON’S FIRST GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION, AND SPELLING DICTIONARY. By Jenny Roberts. This dictionary includes all the grammar, punctuation, and spelling terms that 1st and 2nd graders need for school. The flash cards have a question on one side and a clear answer on the other, with lots of examples that make learning fun. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. 96 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/858
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4720512 GRADE K JUMBO LANGUAGE ARTS SUCCESS WORKBOOK: 3 Books in 1! by Sylvia Learning. This jumbo workbook helps your kindergartner prepare to become a successful reader by building a strong foundation of language arts skills. Ages 4-5. Illus. in color. 310 pages. Sylvia Learning. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $6.95


4816105 HELP YOUR KIDS WITH COMPUTER CODING. By Carol Vorderman et al. Kids can take their first steps toward becoming expert computer programmers with this guide to coding for beginners. This master class introduces Scratch 3.0, the brand new version of the world’s most popular coding language for beginners. This will let them discover what makes a computer work while learning how to build their own computer programs and games. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Doring Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

4751159 MERRIAM-WEBSTER CHILDREN’S DICTIONARY, REVISED. Ed. by Monica Byles. Features more than 35,000 entries, including one hundred and one new words and more than 1,000 new full-color illustrations specially created for this edition. Ages 10 & up. 960 pages. Doring Kindersley. 8½x11½. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

4792521 KINDERGARTEN MATH SKILLS: Star Wars Workbooks. By the eds. of Brain Quest. Make learning an intergalactic adventure with this fun-filled volume of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key math concepts including counting and writing numbers 0-20, fact families, adding and subtracting more. Ages 5-6. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Workman. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

4825675 1ST GRADE READING: Star Wars Workbooks. By the eds. of Brain Quest. Make learning an intergalactic adventure with this fun-filled volume of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key math concepts including counting and writing numbers 0-20, fact families, adding and subtracting more. Ages 5-6. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Workman. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

4825681 KINDERGARTEN WRITING & ABCS: Star Wars Workbooks. By the eds. of Brain Quest. Make learning an intergalactic adventure with this fun-filled volume of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key math concepts including counting and writing numbers 0-20, fact families, adding and subtracting more. Ages 5-6. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Workman. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

4786262 WRITE-ON WIPE-OFF LET’S PRACTICE PHONICS. Developed with educational experts to align with school standards, this wipe-clean workbook helps your kindergartner practice letter sounds, puzzles, colorful art, and fun learning activities. Ages 5-7. 56 pages. Highlights for Children. 9½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

4843576 CURIOS QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ABOUT OUR PLANET. Ed. by Rosie Neave. This large-format edition takes a fresh look at all that is astonishing, amazing and downright awesome about our planet. Large full-color illustrations throughout. $4.95 reveal the amazing answers. Find out how mountains grow, plants like to eat meat, and why the sea is salty. Ages 5 & up. 31 pages. Miles Kelly. 11½x14¼. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95


CD 4706573 DISNEY FROZEN II: Special Gift Pack. This gift pack includes a poster, sticker, card deck, and 2 CDs featuring the original soundtrack and sing along version both on 11 tracks. Includes I Am Found, Some Things Never Change, into the Unknown, and more. Features all the characters from the classic movie. Walt Disney Records. $9.95

4696859 TEACH READING WITH ORTON-GILLINGHAM. By H. M. Core. The Orton-Gillingham approach is research-based suggestions and instructions to make reading multisensory. With nine unique units and 72 fun and adaptable lessons, this guide will help kids who struggle, or those with dyslexia, to better understand key reading concepts and ultimately learn to love reading. Grades 1-6. Illus. 292 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

2ND GRADE MULTIPLICATION WORKBOOK. GRADE 4: Understand Key Concepts with Review and Practice. By Tara Tudu. This workbook explains important concepts and then gets you solving problems related to the concepts. With single-digit multiplication, you’ll have a great time learning up with more complex questions and fun activities that are sure to make learning a snap! Grades 3-5. Illus. in color. 76 pages. Rockridge. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95


4803390 LEARN TO WRITE SIGHT WORDS: A Workbook for Kids. By Hayley Lewellen. Features lots of engaging activities as well as ample space to practice writing and tracing, teaching, words like “am,” “eat,” “play,” “please,” and “more” that learners can pin to their pin boards. Bright sight word stars! Ages 5-7. Fully illus. in color. 102 pages. Rockridge. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

3982547 MY PHONICS WORKBOOK: Make Learning Fun! By Laurin Brainard. Watch kids learn the alphabet from A to Z and connect letters to sounds and words. With mazes, puzzles, word searches, and more, this workbook is jam-packed with “aha” moments that pave the way to becoming how to get home? Ages 4-6. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Rockridge. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95


4758056 EARLY MATH: My First Home Learning. Text by Lauren Crisp. A full-color workbook designed to help build confidence and ability in mathematical skills from a young age, providing the perfect foundation for a lifetime of learning. Children engage with real-world math skills through fun, math-based skills. Pre-K to kindergarten. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95


3715418 THE DIAGRAMMING DICTIONARY. By S.W. Bauer & J. Otto. This handbook illustrates every rule of diagramming, from the simplest sentences to the most complex constructions. Full of easy to understand example diagrams, this guide will be a trusted reference tool in your home or school for years to come. Ages 11 & up. 57 pages. Well-Trimmed Mind. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

4734416 THE PICTUREPEDA BOX. Ed. by C. Heilmann & M. Parrish. Discover the science, geography, cultures, and history of a stellar read. Here are great graphics and charts of everything you can imagine. Includes an amazing LED Robot with voice distorter. 300 pages in ten volumes, slipcased. Ages 8-12. Random. Dory’s Story. $69.95 $42.95

4770277 GET READY FOR SCHOOL: Second Grade. By Heather Stella. Includes all of the early-learning basics for second grade and will help reinforce the lessons your child is learning in school. This resource covers subjects such as spelling and reading, math and science, and basic shapes and colors. Second Grade. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 9½x11½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

4770269 GET READY FOR SCHOOL: First Grade. By Heather Stella. Includes all of the early-learning basics for first grade and will help reinforce the lessons your child is learning in school. This resource covers subjects such as spelling and reading, math and science, and basic shapes and colors. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 9½x11½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

4691180 DC SUPER HERO MATH AND TECH. By Jennifer Hackett. The world of math and tech has never been more thrilling: master operations with Superman, write code with Geece Lantern, read a text with Batman, analyze data with Batgirl, tackle word problems with Wonder Woman, and solve tech challenges with Cyborg! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Downtown Bookworks. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95
Craft Project Collections

1. **395284 STAMP STENCIL PAINT:** Making Extraordinary Patterned Projects by Sarah Hand. This book offers a variety of designs and techniques, providing clear instructions and examples to help you achieve stunning results.

2. **471248 ADORABLE POM POM PROJECTS:** Create Adorable Woolly Friends by Kazuko Ito. This guide will teach you how to make adorable pom poms and create various characters using simple techniques.

3. **397014 THE ART AND CRAFT OF LEATHER:** Leatherworking Tools and Techniques Explained in Detail by Eva Pascaul i Miro et al. This book offers detailed instructions and techniques for working with leather.


5. **387064 CRAFTING WITH GOURDS:** Building, Painting, and Embellishing Birdhouses, Flowerpots, Wall Hangings, and More. By Lisa, Transform ordinary gourds into extraordinary art! This book explains how to transform gourds into various decorative items.

6. **473824X COASTAL CRAFTS:** By Cynthia Shaffer. Features over twenty sewing projects and step-by-step instructions for creating coastal-themed items.

Crafting Techniques & References

1. **473922 CREATING ELEGANT LAMPS & SHADES FOR FUN AND PROFIT:** By Nadine Tietz. This book explains how to create beautiful lampshades using various materials and techniques.


We hope you find these resources helpful in your crafting journey! Let us know if you have any questions or need further assistance.
**Jewelry Making**


3921777 THE JEWELRY RECIPE BOOK: Transforming Ordinary Materials into Stylish and Distinctive Earrings, Bracelets, Necklaces, and Pins. By Nancy Sonano. Presents more than 100 step by step projects and stunning photos for stunning jewelry and unique accessories you won’t believe you’ve made yourself. Choose one of 30 materials, follow the “recipe”, and marvel at your new statement jewelry. Fully illus. in color, 224 pages. Artisan. Pub at $24.95 $4.95


4755790 BEAD-MAKING LADY Heather Powers. Step by step instructions will walk beginners through each project, and colorful photos will inspire the creative within you. From your medium of traditional papier-mache and polymer clay, to resin, shrink plastic, beach glass, and wire 144 pages. Interweave. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub at $24.99 $16.95

4655176 NEW STAMPED METAL JEWELRY. By L.N. Kelly & T. McCabe. Discover the unique looks you can achieve working with a variety of metals while advancing your metalworking skills. Whether you’re new to metal stamping or your hammer is in need of fresh inspiration, this guide has the instruction and inspiration you’re looking for. Fully illus. in color, 180 pages. Interweave. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub at $24.99 $16.95

469662X EARRING CHIC: 35 Hand-Selected Projects. Ed. by Jennifer Claydon. Inside you’ll find 35 projects by jewelry masters in every style imaginable: stringing, chain mail, wire wrapping and shaping, and bead weaving. Organized by chapters that reflect the way from beginner to advanced. Fully illus. in color, 144 pages. North Light. Paperback. Pub at $19.99 $4.95

4721713 BASIC METAL JEWELRY TECHNIQUES: A Masterclass. By Carles Codina. Explains the fundamentals of metalurgy and basic formulas that every jeweler should know and master. It also shows, in great detail, the specific techniques involved in basic jewelry making, from soldering and sanding to making clasps. Fully illus. in color, 64 pages. Schiffer. Pub at $24.95 $16.95

3964011 METALSMITHING FOR JEWELMAKERS: Traditional and Contemporary Techniques for Inspirational Results. By Jinks McGrath. Comprehensive and sophisticated in its approach, this is the ultimate guide for jewelers of all levels. Exploring a wide range of both precious and nonprecious metals, traditional methods are examined alongside contemporary styles and adaptations, offering a unique, comprehensive guide to the art and craft of jewelry making for today’s artisan. Fully illus. in color, 320 pages. Barron’s. 9¼x10¼. Pub at $35.00 $26.95

4828550 PEARLS: A Practical Guide. By Wendy Graham. Guides you through the types and techniques of working with pearls, and celebrates their exquisite beauty and enduring elegance. Well illus. in color, 96 pages. Rowbook. Pub at $28.95 $23.95

479337X FELT, FIBER, AND STONE: Creative Jewelry Designs and Techniques. By Suzanne O’Brien. Unique styles of beaded and fiber jewelry, with designs that will kindle the creative spirit, can be found in this collection. Ribbon brooches, earrings, necklaces and funky cuff bracelets are offered in clear, step by step instructions illustrated with an abundance of color photographs. 84 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub at $16.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

4732677 SILVER JEWELLERY MAKING: A Complete Step-By-Step Course for Beginners. By M. de Ward & J. Richardson. Features seven step by step projects that introduce the skills you need to make simple rings, twisted wire, pendant necklaces and settings on a ring, a cut card brooch, stud earrings from fused scrap silver and other unique pieces. Fully illus. in color, 192 pages. Search. Paperback. Pub at $29.95 PRICE CUT to $17.95


**Fabric & Textile Arts**

3942457 HAPPY STITCH. By Jodie Packer. With a few stitches and basic materials, you’ll be crafting in no time at all! From plush animals to electronics covers, garters, and pillows, you’ll be filling your home with these 30 crafty felt and fabric projects. Well illus. in color, 144 pages. North Light. 8¾x10½. Paperback. Pub at $22.99 $14.95

4739523 HOW TO HOOK RUGS. By Christine Brault. With 159 beautiful photos and clear, complete instructions, you can create 16 marvelously hooked projects, for rugs, pillows, and car rugs. Fully illus. in color, 144 pages. North Light. Paperback. Pub at $22.99 $14.95

476935X MACRAME TODAY: Contemporary Knotting Projects. By Darly Sue Yee. knotting an art form can be very diverse and result in a blend of textures and patterns, using yarn, fiber, or string. With step-by-step instructions, this guide provides artists and crafters with a platform for creating beautifully designed wearable and functional art pieces. Fully illus. in color, 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub at $19.99 $12.95


47953X HOW TO HOOK RUGS. By Christine Brault. With 159 beautiful photos and clear, complete instructions, you can create 16 marvelously hooked projects, for rugs, pillows, and car rugs. Fully illus. in color, 144 pages. North Light. 8¾x10½. Paperback. Pub at $22.99 $14.95

4757156 HAND DYED. By Anna Joyce. A modern introduction to indigo and fiber-reactive dye that every crafter should have. Exploring traditional techniques like shibori and offering a fresh take on tie-dye, this how-to guide provides everything you need to know to create more than 25 masterpieces for the home and wardrobe. Well illus. in color, 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub at $29.95 $17.95

3820455 OLD-SCHOOL IRON-ONS. With over 50 colorful and unique designs inspired by old-school iron-ons from the 70’s and 80’s, this collection makes it easy to customize T-Shirts, tote bags, or any other fabric. Includes application instructions. Chronicle. Paperback. Pub at $14.95 $8.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/858
THE TECHNIQUES AND ART OF WEAVING: A Basic Guide. By Marylene Brahic. Offers an in-depth and extensive look at the ancient art form of weaving through the ages from around the world to present day. More than 600 color images trace its origins and types of looms and fiber available, and detailed instructions are given for various techniques. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

LEATHER: History, Technique, Projects. By Josephine Barbe. For thousands of years this material has provided the foundation for the manufacture of clothing and accessories. Barbe encourages you to implement this all-purpose material in various ways. Offers 27 projects including a book cover, a pair of leather earrings, and a handmade loom. Well illus. in color. 168 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99


STENCIL STYLE 101. By Ed Roth. Presents more than 20 all-new reusable stencils perfect for customizing clothing and accessories. Combine the patterns with unique clothing imagery such as hats, buttons, and nautical art and stars for an entirely unique look that will make heads turn. Well illus. in color. 86 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

472237X HUCK LACE WEAVING PATTERNS WITH COLOR AND WEAVE EFFECTS: 576 Drafts and Samples Plus 5 Practice Projects. By Tom Knisely. The careful arrangement of light and dark colored threads in the warp and weft that weave into beautiful patterns is called the color and weave effects, and in this comprehensive volume there are 144 patterns and four color themes for each pattern-576 combinations in all. Each pattern includes a draft and an image of a given sample for reference. 220 pages. Stackpole. 9x1½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $39.95

472078HEX WEAVER & MAD WEAVER: An Introduction to Triaxial Weaving. By E. Lang-Harris & C. St. John. Learn the basics of the two simplest forms of triaxial weaving—hex weaver and mad weaver. Then, practice your skills with five hex weaves projects like stationary stars and an accordanced journal; and eight mad weave projects like pillows, tote bags, and a table runner. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

WEAVING WITH MINI LOOMS & WEAVE 25 Exquisite Projects. By Harumi Kageyama. Featuring 25 projects such as bags, jewelry, table mats, and pouches to craft for weaving with both traditional and unconventional fibers. These do it yourself looms are perfect for crafting on the go. With just a few basic materials, you’ll be weaving on your handmade loom in no time. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Zakka Workshop. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

5076364 WEAVING WITH MAIN HANDMADE LOOMS: Make Your Own Mini Looms & Weave 25 Exquisite Projects. By Harumi Kageyama. Featuring 25 projects such as bags, jewelry, table mats, and pouches to craft for weaving with both traditional and unconventional fibers. These do it yourself looms are perfect for crafting on the go. With just a few basic materials, you’ll be weaving on your handmade loom in no time. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Zakka Workshop. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

4804309 HOT TEXTILES: Inspiration and techniques with Heat Tools. By Kim Thittichai. Burn, layer, melt, distort and shape textured surfaces. Includes easy to follow instructions and creative techniques for using simple equipment such as household irons, heat guns, and soldering irons. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

4726637 HOW TO WEAVE A NAVAJO RUG AND OTHER LESSONS FROM SPIDER WOMAN. By L.T. Pete & B.T. Orelas. Features detailed how-to instructions, meticulously illustrated by a Navajo weaver from the loom to the important finishing touches. You’ll also learn how important a weaver’s attitude and spirit are to creating successful rugs, and what it means to live in hozho, the Beauty Way. 141 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

4815637 THE WEAVING HANDBOOK: The Art and the Craft—Theories, Materials, and Techniques. By A. Parson & A. Sundstrom. A modern reference guide to the fundamental principles and practice of weaving for the novice and the experienced weaver alike. The authors include tips for all stages of weaving, explanations of how to read a weave draft, and instructions and color photos of projects. 283 pages. Trailblazer. Square 7x½x10½. Pub. at $31.95

4659849 INNOVATIVE WEAVING ON THE FRAME LOOM. By Noreen Crone-Findlay. Photo illustrated step by step instructions for weaving anything—blankets, scarves, mittens, etc. Use your pillow loom to create flat items to pouches and bags, scarves and other wearables, stuffed toys, bookmarks, and more. The looms used in these projects are six inch, 8 inch, and ten inch sizes, but can be adapted to bigger looms. 196 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

3968320 HUCK LACE WEAVING PATTERNS WITH COLOR AND WEAVE EFFECTS: 576 Drafts and Samples Plus 5 Practice Projects. By Tom Knisely. The careful arrangement of light and dark colored threads in the warp and weft that weave into beautiful patterns is called the color and weave effects, and in this comprehensive volume there are 144 patterns and four color themes for each pattern-576 combinations in all. Each pattern includes a draft and an image of a given sample for reference. 220 pages. Stackpole. 9x1½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.95

4903264 TAPESTRY DESIGN BASICS AND BEYOND: Planning and Weaving with Confidence. By Torkornoo & Taylor. Provides a systematic guidance to design principles. Once ideas and images come to mind, the next step in weaving your tapestry may be challenging, but you will learn here, in ways that relate specifically to tapestry art, the design basics you need to make your work. This resource offers ideas for finishing tapestries, helpful templates, glossaries, and other core information. Volume I, most 192 pages. Schiffer. 10x1¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.95

465871X JOURNEYS IN NATURAL DYEING: Techniques for Creating Color at Home. By Kristine Vejar et al. An in-depth guide to different techniques from around the world—Iceland, Mexico, Japan, and Indonesia—that will teach you new ways to incorporate natural elements into your dyeing practice with your locally grown or collected dyes. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Abrams. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99


4739507 HOOKED RUGS TODAY. By Army Oxford. A “Best of the Best” exhibit of 600 works from the 2004 “Hooked in the Mountains” Rug Show showcases an astonishing variety of expressive and traditional rugs. An artist’s statement about each piece is included. Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $59.95

4739493 HOOKED RUGS & WOOL APPLIQUE. By Christine Jensen. Features 17 projects including a “Welcome” themed hooked rug, a Hydrangea Rug Hooked Pillow, and 3 Christmas ornaments. Also features patterns that offer inspiration for your own creations. Detailed instructions guide both novice and advanced crafter from start to finish. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

4722531 WEAVER LENO: In-Depth Instructions for All Levels, with 7 Projects. By Martha Reeves. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


3963334 SEASONAL PLANT DYES. By Alicia Hall. Well illus. in color. 104 pages. White Owl. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

4739514 BLOOMING BLOOMS: A Guide to 420 Flowering Weaves. By Kristine Vejar et al. Presents more than 420 weaving techniques for flowers and nature that are filled with studies and photos of all types of flowers and plants. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
47721802 DECADES OF HATS: 1900s to the 1970s. By Sue Nighlingdale. Whether you want to start a research, or just look at the most sumptuous hats of the most extraordinary vintage women’s hats, this fascinating volume is for you. Presented in a vast array of reproductions from vintage catalog offerings, these beautiful items capture the evolution of taste and style over seven decades. Fully illus. 144 pages.


4800940 CHANEL NO. 5: The Perfume of a Century. Text by C. J. Hogwood. The first hardcover book devoted to the most famous perfume in the world. It is an icon of style that embodies the spirit of a century. It is the fragrance of dreams. Well illus., some in color. 64 pages. White Star. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

4714452 DRESS CODES: How the Fashion World Has Changed Thompson Font. Presents an insightful and entertaining history of the laws of fashion from the middle ages to the present day, a walk down history’s red carpet to uncover and examine the canons, mores, and customs of clothing-rules that we often take for granted. Getting dressed will never be the same again. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 443 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

4722310 SHE’S GOT LEGS: A History of Bombshell Footwear. By Ben-Horin. From the dawn of civilization through current-day trends, this expansive fashion history examines society’s role in shaping human locomotion and adapting to leg fashions throughout the ages. Discover the styles, attitudes, customs, sex appeal, and socially acceptable postures and walks of women throughout the world. Fully illus. in color, 272 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. $50.00 $16.95

3915182 THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN: The Pursuit of Timeless Elegance and Style in London. By James Sherwood. A celebration of tradespeople who lead the world in fine gentlemen’s clothing and teaching knowledgeable men how to properly dress for a variety of cultures in this comprehensive volume. Well illus. in color, 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 11x13½. Pub. at $65.00 $16.95

3947963 PATTI HANSEN: A Portrait. By Ivan Shaw. Tells the story of Hansen’s remarkable career and continuing influence through stunning photography. Hansen helped define the times and was able to reflect them; indeed, she is still seen as the iconic figure from the 1970s and on. 232 pages. Abrams, 9¼x12¼. $55.00 $16.95

4770085 DRESS IN THE AGE OF JANE AUSTEN: Regency Fashion. By Hilary Davidson. Slightly revised to include the history of the world depicted in Jane Austen’s beloved stories. The author moves through the social and cultural spheres of home, village, countryside and cities, exploring the various ways people sought to inhabit and to maintain these environments between 1795 and 1825. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

4739817 TARTANS: Abbotsford to Fraser. By W.H. Johnston & PD. Smith. A look at the history of the three alphabetically arranged volumes, including a brief historical background, definitions of related terms, and thread counts for the tartan warrior, with over 400 photographic examples of vividly striped tartans, 112 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

4739825 TARTANS: Frederickson to MacNeil. By W.H. Johnston & PD. Smith. A look at the history of the three alphabetically arranged volumes, including a brief historical background, definitions of related terms, and thread counts for the tartan warrior, with over 400 photographic examples of vividly striped tartans, 112 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

4714285 TARTANS: MacNeil to Yukon. By W.H. Johnston & PD. Smith. The third of three alphabetically arranged volumes, includes a brief historical background, definitions of related terms, and thread counts for the tartan warrior, with over 400 photographic examples of vividly striped tartans, 112 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

Compiled by the editors of ERHBC
Calligraphy

39875X THE LITTLE BOOK OF LETTERING & WORD DESIGN. By C. Ferraro & J. Stevens. Teaches the basics of traditional calligraphy, as well as a range of contemporary methods for creating unique and personalized hand lettered alphabets. Features plenty of creative exercises and practical tips. The art of lettering has never felt so creative and approachable. Well illus., many in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

483666 HAND LETTERING FOR RELAXATION. By Amy Latta. This method creates a sense of calmness and joy while creating beautiful works of art. Latta has a friendly and down to earth approach that will give you the confidence to draw impressive designs with ease. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $6.95

484401 WATERCOLOR LETTERING. By Joss Park. Watercolor artwork is the perfect embellishment to take your brush pen lettering to the next level. This comprehensive how-to book includes step by step instructions for basic and advanced watercolor techniques, expert tips to improve your lettering, and inspiring DIY project ideas to practice pulling it all together. Well illus., many in color. 128 pages. Lumes. 7½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

4739566 AN INTRODUCTION TO CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY. By L.X. Polastron & J. Ouyang. With explanatory photos and short step by step lessons from a master Chinese calligrapher, you can enjoy the basics of the calligraphy characteristics of Chinese. You'll also learn about the traditions, tools, and techniques used in hand binding and exercises used in practice in Kaishu-style calligraphy. 80 pages. Cotton Paper. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


4673466 DIGITAL HAND LETTERING AND MODERN CALLIGRAPHY. By Shelly Kim. Offers lettering enthusiasts at all levels of experience a step by step guide on how to develop and adapt traditional lettering skills and techniques to a variety of digital platforms, with a focus on Procreate. Plus includes ideas and instructions for designing and creating unique projects. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Quarry. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

488959 BRUSH LETTERING MADE SIMPLE. By Chrysalis Elizabeth. Reveals Elizabeth's secrets to mastering a vast array of brush lettering techniques, including different fonts, styles, flourishes, effects and mediums. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

★4715446 THE LOST ART OF HANDWRITING WORKBOOK. By Brenna Jordan. Inside you’ll find dozens of practice pages to help you create beautiful cursive letters and distinguishable handwriting. It’s time to appreciate the creative, calming, and beautiful art that is your own writing. 190 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★476646 BRUSH LETTERING AND WATERCOLOUR. By Katja Haas. Presents various types of lettering and concentrates in particular on the special features of writing and decorating with brush pens. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Tusa. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★3970191 THE CALLIGRAPHER’S BIBLE: 100 Complete Alphabets and How to Draw Them. By David Harris. This comprehensive guide to the art of fine penmanship is the ultimate easy to use reference for anyone interested in creating their own elegant letter-forms. An extensive preparatory section details tools, materials, and basic techniques. Fully illus., in color. 256 pages. B.E.S. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★3987575 VINTAGE HAND LETTERING: Create Beautiful Fonts with Old Time Flourish. By Lisa Quine. Teaches you how to draw a range of old-school fonts, like elegant Victorian and Art Deco, to illustrate, embellish and personalize your designs. Well illus. with helpful step by step instructions and detailed illustrations. Includes twenty projects for you to practice right in this guide and quickly hone your skills as you go. 154 pages. Page Street. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

★3970159 THE BIBLE OF ILLUMINATED LETTERS. By Margaret Morgan. Presents step by step instructions for recreating illuminated alphabets from six historical periods, including Celtic, Etruscan, and Romanesque. Diagrams for upper and lower-case letters are accompanied by ideas for borders and decorations, and full instructions and full color illus. in color. 256 pages. B.E.S. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

2917955 THE ART OF CURSIVE PENMANSHIP: A Personal Handwriting Program for Adults. By Michael R. Sull. Presents the subject of handwriting as a valuable and enjoyable hobby for adults. The book focuses on practical self-study techniques designed to accommodate anyone's personal or professional schedule. With the help of this guide, handwriting becomes a pleasant activity to be enjoyed, rather than an arduous chore. Fully illus., in color. 192 pages. B.E.S. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

PRICE CUT to $7.95

★4909990 POCKET GUIDE TO CALLIGRAPHY. By J. Daniels & N. Dunn. Fully illus. 64 pages. Search. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95


Scrapbooks, Albums, & Journals


3958752 THE LEGO ARCHITECTURE IDEA BOOK. By Alan Finn. Add detail to your original creations with this comprehensive collection of ideas! Use architectural elements like timber framing, arches, pediments, shingled roofs, and clapboard siding to add realism to any model. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

★3958760 THE LEGO NEIGHBORHOOD BOOK 2. By Brian & Jason Lyles. In this guide you’ll learn to create buildings with details like information signs, garage doors, and lush gardens. Try your hand at interior design and fill your buildings with furniture and other accessories. Clever and colorful, this is the second book in a two-book series. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

4739019 BASKETRY: Basic Techniques Explained Step by Step. By C. Hernandez & E. Pascual. Clear, easy to follow text provides a description of each material and tips for preparing the wood, stitching the coil, weaving the rim and making different-shaped bases for your basket. Includes 10 techniques for basket-making. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

Other Arts & Crafts

4737407 NATURAL SOAP AT HOME. By Liz McQuarry. A step by step guide for natural cold process soap crafting. Mostly utilizing kitchen ingredients to create a variety of innovative soap blends, the author will put you in touch with your inner artist. From body butters to hand bars, with wonderful advice on herbs and essential oil blends, you will enjoy a clean like never before. Well illus. in color. 105 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95

☆3968763 BRICKS & TRICKS: The New Big Unofficial LEGO Builders Book. By J. Klang & U. Kurth. The colorful interlocking bricks offer an almost never ending multitude of possibilities for the creation of newer models, scenes, and even entire worlds. Using older LEGO bricks and new pieces, the authors introduce you to the art of "re-purposing" the most assorted variety of bricks, tiles, and plates. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. HEL. Hardcover. Pub. at $22.50 $9.50

4781295 HMS GANNET: Ship & Model. By William Mowll. Ship modeler and author, Mowll, describes the design and building of the 1/48 scale model of the vessel. All the information that a ship modeler might need is included here. 128 pages. Cotton Paper. Pub. at $19.95


3958752 THE LEGO ARCHITECTURE IDEA BOOK. By Alan Finn. Add detail to your original creations with this comprehensive collection of ideas! Use architectural elements like timber framing, arches, pediments, shingled roofs, and clapboard siding to add realism to any model. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

★3958760 THE LEGO NEIGHBORHOOD BOOK 2. By Brian & Jason Lyles. In this guide you’ll learn to create buildings with details like information signs, garage doors, and lush gardens. Try your hand at interior design and fill your buildings with furniture and other accessories. Clever and colorful, this is the second book in a two-book series. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

4739019 BASKETRY: Basic Techniques Explained Step by Step. By C. Hernandez & E. Pascual. Clear, easy to follow text provides a description of each material and tips for preparing the wood, stitching the coil, weaving the rim and making different-shaped bases for your basket. Includes 10 techniques for basket-making. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller – 59 –
**4750187**  **BATCH COOKING: Save Time, Save Money**  by Cinzia Trenti. Filled with recipes proven to work, this guide will reveal the secrets of batch cooking, providing you with valuable information on well-planned shopping, keeping your pantry stocked, useful kitchen gadgets, food storage, and the containers to use. Well illus., in color. 160 pages. White Star. Pub. at $16.95  **$12.95**

**3969258**  **CONVECTION OVEN COOKING MADE SIMPLE**  by Janet A. Zimmerman. From flaky pastries to perfectly juicy roasts, this guide shows you how to get the most out of your convection oven. Try these 101 recipes and see why everyone raves about the convenience and flavor of meals that convection ovens yield. Recipes include: Cinnamon-Apple Granola, Italian-Style Meatloaf, Olive Focaccia, Brandy Pecan Tart, and more. Illus. in color. 166 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  **$12.95**

**4773760**  **MODERN SUGAR FLOWERS, VOL. 1: Contemporary Techniques, with Contemporary Gumpaste Flowers**  by Jacqueline Butler. With expert instruction and illustrated with over 600 photographs, you’ll learn how to create modern sugar flowers in various stages of bloom, as well as buds and leaves, using a fresh modern color palette. Once you’ve mastered the techniques, Butler provides exercises in arranging 144 pages. David & Charles. 8¼x11. Pub. at $26.99  **$9.95**

**3809463**  **DUTCH OVEN & CAST IRON COOKING, REVISED THIRD EDITION**  by Anne Schaffer. Features over 125 recipes to serve up baked goods, soups, stews, casseroles, and more. With instructions for both indoor and outdoor cooking methods. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99  **$13.95**

**3963322**  **MODERN CAST IRON: The Complete Guide to Selecting, Seasoning, Cooking, and More**  by Ashley L. Jones. Introduces readers to the best brands and types of cast-iron cookware, including: Easy Garlic Skillet Knots; Last-Minute Sausage Lasagna; and Baja Fish Tacos. Color photos. 144 pages. Pillsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95  **$17.95**

**4086700**  **THE SCIENCE OF THE OVEN**  by Herve This. With his trademark eloquence and wit, the author launches a lively investigation into the scientific achievement of 21st-century cooking technology. The secrets behind common culinary techniques are uncovered in this innovative approach to cooking, and shows why note by note cooking is an obvious and inevitable extension of This’s earlier pioneering work in molecular cooking. Includes 76 recipes. 256 pages. Columbia. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  **$7.95**

**4080573**  **NOTE-BY-NOTE COOKING: The Future of Food**  by Herve This. Explains the properties of naturally occurring and synthesized substances and the science behind common techniques for cooking vegetables and meat. Also includes directions for both indoor and outdoor cooking methods. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99  **$17.95**

**4829978**  **LET’S COOK! REVISED EDITION: 55 Quick and Easy Recipes for People with Intellectual Disability**  by E.D. Riez, D.A. Kissack. Learn how to cook simple, nutritious meals with recipes using all the MyPlate food groups. Great for adults who need help with independent living. Fully illus. in color. 135 pages. The Bonnet 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95  **$18.95**

**3755567**  **HOW TO COOK EVERYTHING, REVISED TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY EDITION**  by Mark Bittman. This revised edition has some new elements, including helpful tips and tricks for rescuing old, rusted pans and keeping them properly seasoned along with delicious recipes like Blueberry Compote; Spinach Casserole; and Crispy Coconut Chicken Tenders. Color photos. 214 pages. Red Lightning. Paperback at $22.99  **$14.99**

**4889243**  **SWEET MAPLE: Backyard Maple Sugaring Made Easy**  by Michelle Visser. Guides you through every step of all-natural syrup production—without the use of tapping one tree or dozens. In addition to sugaring techniques and tips from maple sugar makers, Visser shares many of her own family’s maple recipes while detailing the life-changing benefits of using maple products in place of refined sugar. Well illus. in color. 218 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95  **$17.95**

**4693691**  **AIR FRYING WITH INSTANT POT**  by Alexis Mereau. Uncover the magic of your new multicooker, which lets you pressure cook and air fry all in the same device. You’ll discover creative ways to use the appliance’s high powered convection technology to cook unexpected dishes that are sure to become favorites in your household like Mexican Chocolate Cake; and Mexican Chicken Soup. Well illus., most in color. 278 pages. Grand Central. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $30.00  **$24.95**

**672938X**  **AIR FRY GRILL: 100+ New Recipes for Every Air Fryer**  by Meredith Laurence. Air fryers make great French fries, succulent steaks, and tender chicken. Did you know you can use your air fryer for much more? Discover the secrets to an under-appreciated device with this useful resource, filled with detailed guidance and over 100 recipes for appetizers to desserts. Well illus. in color. 278 pages. Walmart. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95  **$17.95**

**4806700**  **WHAT CAN I COOK IN MY...: Instant Pot, Air Fryer, Waffle Iron & More**  by Christine Rukavena. Whether you’re looking for fun muffin tin lunches to feed the whole family or pressure-cooked comfort food, you’ll find you’re in this exciting collection of more than 200 innovative recipes. When you can make the best of your kitchen tools, the ideal dinners, snacks, sides, and desserts are always at your fingertips. Color photos. 320 pages. Columbia. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  **$5.95**

**3866996**  **SKILLET & SHEET PAN SUPPERS: Foolproof Meals, Cooked and Served in One Pan**  by Monicा Sweeney. By cooking dinner in the oven, you can create a meal in one skillet or sheet pan. From French fries, succulent steaks, and tender chicken, but did you know you can use your air fryer for much more? Discover the secrets to a perfect cooking vessel that makes it ideal for everything from braising and stewing to simmering and simmering. The authors show how to select the right recipes for your air fryer, make air fryer-friendly dishes like: Vampire Proof Meatballs, Islander Sweet and Sour Beef Ribs, Cioppino Noir. Well illus. in color. 278 pages. Grand Central. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $30.00  **$7.95**

**2655858**  **THE BEST OF AMISH COOKING**  by Phyllis Peliman Good. Gathered from interviews with real Amish grandmothers, digging through recipe books, and poring over old books and diaries. These heart and soul recipes include Oatmeal Whopplie Pies, Shoofly Pie, Creamy Potato Soup; and Sweet Pickles. Color photos. 226 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99  **$6.95**

**3752321**  **PILLSBURY BAKING HACKS: Fun and Inventive Recipes with Refrigerated Dough**  by Deb Brody. It’s super simple, start with refrigerated dough, and end up with a great meal or treat. From German Chocolate-Caramel Baked Doughnuts to Bacon Cheeseburger Baked Doughnuts, these recipes deliver great taste in almost no time. Includes more than 125 inventive recipes for appetizers, sweet and savory main dishes and desserts. Well illus. in color. 271 pages. HHH. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99  **$7.95**

**3940373**  **150 BEST WAFFLE MAKER RECIPES: From Sweet to Savory**  by M. Hagen & J. Mackenzie. This wide ranging recipe collection includes ingenious tips and techniques that will soon have you making waffles like a pro. You’ll find recipes everyone will enjoy, including vegetarian, vegan and gluten-free options. Take advantage of your waffle maker in ways you never imagined. 16 pages of color photos. 192 pages. RobertRose. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95  **$4.95**

**3899899**  **MILK STREET: The New Home Cooking**  by Christopher Kimball et al. From debbie maenner. You can count on these just good recipes. They teach a simpler, bolder, healthier way to eat that will change your cooking forever, making it a pleasure, not a chore. Included in this edition are 25 new recipes that deliver big flavors and textures like Japanese Fried Chicken; Thai-Style Coleslaw; Rum Soaked Chocolate Cake; and Mexican Chicken Soup. Well illus. in most color. 310 pages. Little, Brown. 8¼x11. **$19.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/858
Low Fat & Healthy Cooking

373049  BUDHA BOWLS: 100 Nourishing One-Bowl Meals. By Kelli Foster. Savory, spicy, and healthy meals packed with protein, whole grains, rice, noodles, or legumes, on a generous assortment of cooked or raw vegetables, and topped with a boost of protein, a drizzling, sauce, or broth and you have your Buddha bowl. It’s an easy, healthy meal you can have anytime. The author serves up an amazing variety of Buddha bowl ideas all with flavor. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Healthy Common. Pub. at $22.99. $7.95

474395  BEAN SPROUTS KITCHEN. By S.P. Sei & K. Parthen. From the popular Bean Sprouts Cafe comes 60 recipes that spark kid’s interest and teach them good health habits and delights with a Happier at Home. Perfect for picky eaters and allergy-friendly, recipes include: Edamame, Crock, Dino S’mores; and Vegeta-Blazev. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Wind员工. Pub. at $22.99. $4.95

479968  THE ESSENTIAL DIABETES INSTANT POT COOKBOOK. By Coco Morante. Presents seventy recipes that provo. come to diabetes-----you can eat well. With hearty, nutrient dense, dishes like Grain Free Apple Cinnamon Bake, and Shepherds Pie with Cauliflower and Carrot. This collection is a life saver for those with diabetes, and home cooks who want to take back their health. Illus. in color. 166 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95.

482532  THE 5-INGREDIENT KETO COOKBOOK. By Stephanie Pedersen. You’ll find genius advice on how to set up your keto kitchen, consolidate recipes into keto meals ahead of time, and so much more, including a macro count for every recipe. These 100 delicious dishes include Keto Hash, Greek Goddess Keto Wrap, and Tuna Burgers. Color photos. 162 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $9.50

391150  KALE: The Complete Guide to the World’s Most Powerful Superfood. By Stephanie Pedersen. One of the most nutrient-dense vegetables, kale is the versatile superfood everyone is talking about----and eating! A holistic health nutritionist offers a fun to read, one-stop resource for all things kale, featuring a helpful growing guide, tips on choosing kale, and storing kale, and over 191 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

482448  THE BIG BOOK OF PALEO RECIPES. By Linda Larsen. Shows how you can create hundreds of flavorful Paleo meals that keep you feeling full throughout the day. All the mistakes that lead to satisfying and eating each recipe uses fresh, Paleo-approved ingredients, so you never have to worry about what’s on your plate. Recipes include: Paleo Tater Tots, Apple and Onions Pork Chops, and Asparagus and Avocado Lettuce Wraps. 209 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $20.99. $9.50.

484302  KETO BOWLS: Simple and Delicious Low-Carb, High-Fat Recipes for Your Ketogenic Lifestyle. By Pamela Elliman. This book features 60 Ketogenic diet plan you can get old after awhile, but expanding your keto regimen has never been easier, thanks to the perfectly balanced and carefully curated and offered here, like: Green Goddess Chicken with Jicama Noodles and Guajillo Baked Pork Taco Bowls! Color photos. 117 pages. Ulisses. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $5.95.

481460  COOK YOURSELF Young: Improve Your Skin & Hair, Sleep Better, Look Slimmer, and Cure the 9 Most Common Eating Habits. By Elizabeth Peyton-Jones. Showcases recipes and advice for slowing down the aging process, with more than 100 easy-to-follow, low-calorie, low carb, recipes featuring the natural medicines in foods to heal you. Recipes include Quinoa Porridge with Pear, Thai Fish Curry, and Gardener’s F. Color photos. 160 pages. Hardie Grant. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. $4.95.


477987  PINCH OF NOM: 100 Home-Style Recipes for Health and Weight Loss. By Ali T. K. Fedor. From over 100 incredible recipes, this collection of delicious dishes can help you cook flavorful food and lose weight at the same time. Tasty and mouthwatering meals include Smoked Salmon and Broccoli Quiche; Beef in Red Wine with Shallots; and Cheesy Garlic Bread. Color photos. 272 pages. St. Martin’s Press. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95.


486782  THE FIBROMYALGIA COOKBOOK. More Than 140 From the Delicious Recipes to Fight Chronic Fatigue. By Shelley Ann Smith. While drugs and pain suppressants are available for this disabling condition, this book shows you how to maintain a nutritionally balanced diet that won’t keep you feeling run down. In addition to easy recipes and cooking tips. Delicious dishes include Creamy Chicken Stroganoff, Curry Shrimp S Wesley’s Hushpuppy Sauce, and Barbecue Sauce. Cumberland House. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95.

483999  REAL FOOD, REAL SIMPLE: 80 Delicious Paleo-friendly, Gluten-Free Recipes in 5 Steps or Less. By Taylor Riggs. Meals without the hassle. Making preparing whole, nutrient-dense foods easily with delicious recipes that are gluten-free, These 80 recipes inspire you to cook and eat real and whole foods that encompass her healthy lifestyle manifesto in five steps or less; Asian Chicken Lettuce Wraps, Hawaiian Beef Burgers with Pineapple and Avocado and many more. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street Press. Paperback Pub. at $24.99. $4.95.

480199  FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT PLANT-BASED COMFORT FOOD COOKBOOK. By Hope Comerford. Full of tasty ideas for over 127 healthy plant-based Instant Pot recipes. Includes 80 recipes that encompass her healthy lifestyle manifesto in five steps or less; Asian Chicken Lettuce Wraps, Hawaiian Beef Burgers with Pineapple and Avocado and many more. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street Press. Paperback Pub. at $24.99. $4.95.

487687  THE AUTOIMMUNE PROTOCOL MAKE SIMPLE COOKBOOK. By Sophie Van Tiggelen. The Autoimmune Protocol (AIP) diet is gaining attention as the top health-supportive diet for the 50 million people suffering from autoimmune conditions, and this guide distills the complicated science and diet down to the most practical information. Includes over 100 recipes that are inventive and delicious. Color photos. 176 pages. Fair Winds. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95.

477998  QUICK & EASY PALEO COMFORT FOODS. By Julie & Charles Mann. This book is packed with 100 recipes to soothe the soul after a stressful day is food you will want to share with family and friends as well. Over 100 Paleo, gluten-free recipes include: Almond Milk and Pork Medallions and Peppers; Seared Salmon with Quick Pesto Mayo. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99. $6.95


389074  THE EVERYTHING LOW-CARB MEAL PREP COOKBOOK. By Lindsay Boyers. Grab several meals for the week. You’ll love the easy-to-follow recipes for meal prep, and choose a week’s worth of recipes and you can prepare for the week and stay to your diet plan. Recipes include Almond and Sunflower Cereal Fries, Almond-Crusted Chicken, and Beef Shawarma. Includes tips and tricks for meal preparation. Color photos. 304 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT TO $9.95.

396462  THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO THE KETOGENIC DIET. By Lindsay Boyers. If it’s time to try the ketogenic diet, here’s the information you need on the healthy eating plan that is low in carbs, high in fats, and moderate in protein. Learn how to adapt the ketogenic lifestyle to suit your own needs and try some of the many ketogenic recipes included, like Portobello and Pizzas; Creamy Spaghetti Squash; and BLT Salad. 288 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $5.95.

467913  THE KETO FOR TWO COOKBOOK. By Lindsay Boyers. With recipes for every meal (including dessert), this collection is full of favorites that make an ideal diet plan to help you reach your goals. Recipes include: Bacon, Cheese & Paleo Burger, Avocado Chocolate Cake, and more. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Page Street Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95.

478687  THE ULTIMATE VEGAN COOKBOOK. By Collette Divitto. The author makes the original and beautifully designed dishes with everyone’s favorite superfoods and offers more than 50 recipes that make your kitchen a haven for healthy eating. Includes 82 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99. PRICE CUT TO $3.95.
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Beef Brisket; Creamy Sundried Tomato Chicken; and Popper Chicken Taquitos; Apple Sauce Honey Pork Chops; and Moroccan Chicken Soup; also included are tasty sides and fruit filled desserts. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.

3779432 TASTE OF HOME INSTANT POT COOKBOOK. Today’s home cooks know how to serve a multitude of sensational dishes no matter how time constrained they are, they just plug in their Instant Pot! With over 100 recipes, you’ll enjoy incredible entrees, savory soups, and sandwiches loaded with flavor. You’ll want to erase all your last minute appetizers and make all made quickly and easily. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Taste of Home. Pub. at $17.99.

4779822 COOK WHEN YOU CAN, EAT WHEN YOU WANT. By Caroline Pessin. This system lets you shop and cook just once a week to prepare the healthy meals you want to turn on the oven! Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $22.95.

4774496 BETTY CROCKER BISQUICK IMPOSSIBLY EASY PIES. Ed. by Heidi Losleben et al. Why not whip up home-baked pies that are impossibly easy to prepare? With Bisquick, these pies magically make their own crust, and they’re a hit with kids and adults alike. Whether filled with ground beef, vegetables, or fruit, Bisquick is ready in an instant with no fuss and no effort. Color photos. 160 pages. HMH. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.95.

4778913 250 BEST MEALS IN A MUG. By Camilla V. Saulsbury. When you’re dining solo and you’re pressed for time, meals in a mug are the perfect solution! All of the recipes can be prepared in advance or tailored to suit your personal taste on the run. Recipes include Pasta e Fagioli, Chashu Tofu with Cucumber, and Salmon and Dill Orzo. 24 pages of color photos. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

SLOW COOKERS & CROCKPOTS


Quick & Easy Cooking


4997760 KETO SLOW COOKER & ONE-POT MEALS: Over 100 Simple & Delicious, Low-Carb, Paleo and Primal Recipes for Weight Loss and Better Health. By Lauren Kelly. This collection features 100 recipes that will help you maintain your keto diet. Filled with over 100 tried and true recipes, you’ll be excited to find out how to use your slow cooker to create delightful, easy-to-prepare, and low-carb dinner dishes, all under 5 net grams of carbs. Color photos. 144 pages. Page Street Publishing. Pub. at $24.99.

3807118 INSTANT FAVOURITES: Over 125 Easy Recipes For Your Electric Pressure Cooker. By M. Bachmaier & M. McColl. These easy-to-follow recipes are bursting with flavor and built for success using only your electric pressure cooker. Filled with dozens of collection features homemade dinners ready in minutes: soup, stews, and even pulled pork. Enjoy healthy meals to start your day and delicious desserts without hassle. Get the most out of your Electric Pressure Cooker. Well illus. in color. 279 pages, Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99.

4778786 INSTANT POT FAMILY MEALS: 60+ Fast, Flavorful Meals For the Dinner Table. Ed. by Lisa Atwood, shoshickpress.com. Whether you’re preparing the fast, and streamlined capabilities of the Instant Pot, with this collection of family friendly recipes, from Grain Bowls and Short Ribs to healthy soups and stews, this cookbook offers comfort, pulled Pork Sliders, and other nourishing dishes. This volume is your go-to guide for preparing easy and flavorful meals while an Instant Pot pro. Well illus. in color. 126 pages. Weeldon Dew. Pub. at $25.99.
See more titles at erhbc.com/858
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★ 4685977 The Electric Pressure Cooker Soup Cookbook: 100 Fast and Flavorful Recipes. By Karen Lee Young. From fresh vegetable soups in the springtime to hearty chowders midwinter and every season in between a tasty bowl of soup is hard to beat year-round. These 100 options for vegan, gluten-free, and dairy-free soups as well as dishes perfect for freezing. Recipes include Lemon Chicken Orzo Soup and Salmon Chowder. Color photos. 224 pages. Rockport Publishing. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

358901 SUPER EASY SOUPS AND STEWS: 100 Soups, Stews, Broths, Chilis, and Chowders! By Abigail R. Gehring. Here are easy recipes for all your favorite soups, stews, chilies, and chowders. Whether you like to prepare dinner in the stove top or in your slow cooker, here's your choice recipes such as: Meatball Tortellini Soup, Baked Potato Soup, Egg Drop Soup, Beef and Black Bean Chili, Chickpea Chili, Harvest Corn Chowder, and more. Illus. in color. 162 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. PRICE CUT TO $2.95

Appetizers & Snacks

3976424 Boston Tea Parties: Recipes from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. By Patricia Draper. Presents the best of the tea tradition, Boston style. For more than 40 years, the Ladies Committee has sponsored the Museum's famous afternoon teas, from which these 230 recipes have been gathered for everything from satisfying petite sandwiches to delicious tea breads to irresistible cookies and cakes. 191 pages. Publications, Inc. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. $4.95

3983129 Pocket Pies: Mini Empanadas, Pasties, Turnovers & More. By Pamela Clark. These pies might be petite, but they are packed with flavor! Try Vegan Root Vegetable, Phyllo Chicken, Wonton Cups, Chunky Pork & Fennel Pie, Mousaka Timbales, Mini Vegetable Curry Pies, Spiced Apple Parcels, Tiramisu, and much more. Color photos. 195 pages. Pomegranate. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

3978252 Fan Fare. By Kate McMullan. Hosting a party on game day, whether it's the post-season playoffs or your poker match, calls for gathering friends and family to enjoy the action and for serving up platters of delicious easy to eat food. McMullan presents more than 60 recipes for buffet-friendly small bites and party platters. Color photos. 104 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

3978253 Cheese Balls: 40 Celebratory and Cheese-licious Recipes. By Dena Kaye. From soft, buttery, and full of flavor, these cheese balls are sure crowd pleasers! Recipes include Port Wine Cheese Ball; Sweet Summertime Peach; Garden Herb, and Jalapeno Popper. Color photos. 113 pages. Chez. Pub. at $16.95. $5.95

3982546 Peace on Earth, One Bite at a Time: A Holiday Cookbook. By Claudia Lucero. Make cheese in your Instant Pot® by putting the Instant Pot’s consistent heat and pressure to work so you can create Ricotta; Queso Blanco; Fast Feta; Mascarpone; Mozarella; Cream Cheese; Sour Cream and more. Color photos. 136 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

3983442 Cheese It! Starting Cheese at Home Today. By Cole Dawson. Transforming a couple of gallons of milk into a couple of pounds of delicious cheese, leading the way for beginners through the art and science of cheese making. Includes advice on milk, coagulants and curds, equipment, safety, and more. Fully illus. in color. 164 pages. Bowling. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

3944737 Best of Bridge Holiday Classics: 225 Recipes for Special Occasions. Ed. by Sue Sumeraj. This new collection will meet all of your holiday entertaining needs, from casual potluck get-togethers to festive brunches and buffets to elegant sit-down meals and cocktail parties. Includes: Baked Pumpkin Pecan Cheesecake Bars, Lemon Tea with Lemon Ginger Sauce, and Southwestern Turkey Stuffed Tortillas. Color photos. 303 pages. Robert Rose. 8x10/. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

3965711 Christmas at Last! Holiday Recipes and Stories from Italy. By Sabrina d'Aubergine. Shares the traditions of Christmas in Italy and the holiday recipes that have passed from family to family. Sixty-five recipes include the great Italian classics, as well as some with a Nordic influence. The author also includes instructions for traditional Italian holiday decorations. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Guido Tommasi Editore. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00. $14.95

3965651 Homemade for the Holidays. By Thanksgiving.com. With more than 250 recipes, gifts, tips and more, there’s something for everyone. The diet index and quick view index makes it easy to prepare a menu with recipes that are low-carb friendly, gluten-free, dairy-free, vegetarian, vegan and more. Recipe include Pressure Cooker Mac and Cheese, Blueberry Brie Tart; Salmon with Lemon Ginger Sauce; and Southwestern Turkey Stuffed Tortillas. Color photos. 303 pages. Robert Rose. 8x10/. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

3949479 My Drunken Kitchen Holidays! How to Savor and Celebrate the Year. By Hannah Hart. A collection of recipes, activities, and recommendations for hilarious and joyous ways to cut loose with family, friends, pets and your entire community—guaranteed to help keep the party going all year long! Color photos. 212 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $29.00. $14.95

3950680 Damp Good Dumplings: 60 Innovative Favorites for Every Occasion. By Stratis Morfogen et al. Filled with Morfogen’s traditional Greek upbringing with his penchant for innovation. Using the dumpling as a foundation, he updates staples into wildly different, yet authentic tasting variations of themselves, like Fried Chicken Dumplings; Crab & Spinach Dumplings; Lobster Crunch Dumplings and more. Includes a gluten-free dumpling recipe. Color photos. 152 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95

Cheese

★ 399180X Instant Pot Cheese: Discover How Easy It Is to Make. By Claudia Lucero. Make cheese in your Instant Pot® by putting the Instant Pot’s consistent temperature and pressure to work so you can create Ricotta; Queso Blanco; Fast Feta; Mascarpone; Mozarella; Cream Cheese; Sour Cream and more. Color photos. 136 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

Holidays & Entertaining

★ 4895574 The Unofficial Disney Parks Cookbook. By Ashley Craft. Don’t have a trip planned to experience the magic of the deliciousDisney Park foods. Re-create your favorite bites and drinks from Walt Disney World, Disneyland, EPCOT, Animal Kingdom, and more in the comfort of your own kitchen with the 100 park-inspired recipes collected here. Try the famous Caramel Apples or Macaroni Ice Cream Sandwiches. Color photos. 240 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $21.99. $16.95


4764943 The Foreign Cinema Cookbook: Recipes and Stories Under the Stars. By G. Pinie & J. Clark. Offers readers a chance to savor the best of Foreign Cinema with 125 recipes like Lavender Baked Goat Cheese in Fig Leaves, Five-Spice Duck Breast with Cassis Sauce, and Madam Butterfly Soup with shark fin and vermicelli. Since opening its doors in 1999, in the heart of the Mission District in San Francisco, Foreign Cinema has been a true pioneer of its time. Color photos. 304 pages. Abrams. 8x11x1¼. Pub. at $40.00. $9.95

3982546 Peace on Earth, One Bite at a Time: A Holiday Cookbook. By Claudia Lucero. Make cheese in your Instant Pot® by putting the Instant Pot’s consistent heat and pressure to work so you can create Ricotta; Queso Blanco; Fast Feta; Mascarpone; Mozarella; Cream Cheese; Sour Cream and more. Color photos. 136 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

★ 4895574 The Unofficial Disney Parks Cookbook. By Ashley Craft. Don’t have a trip planned to experience the magic of the deliciousDisney Park foods. Re-create your favorite bites and drinks from Walt Disney World, Disneyland, EPCOT, Animal Kingdom, and more in the comfort of your own kitchen with the 100 park-inspired recipes collected here. Try the famous Caramel Apples or Macaroni Ice Cream Sandwiches. Color photos. 240 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $21.99. $16.95

3944737 Best of Bridge Holiday Classics: 225 Recipes for Special Occasions. Ed. by Sue Sumeraj. This new collection will meet all of your holiday entertaining needs, from casual potluck get-togethers to festive brunches and buffets to elegant sit-down meals and cocktail parties. Includes: Baked Pumpkin Pecan Cheesecake Bars, Lemon Tea with Lemon Ginger Sauce, and Southwestern Turkey Stuffed Tortillas. Color photos. 303 pages. Robert Rose. 8x10/. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95
**Desserts**

**3782654 COOKING WITH PUMPKIN: Recipes That Go Beyond the Pie.** By Averie Sunshine. Contains 60 delicious pumpkin recipes, each going beyond pumpkin pie to deliver creative, fun, mouthwatering confections that are both sweet and savory. Try Fudgy Pumpkin Brownies; Pumpkin Cock-a-Doodle Dough Truffles. Color photos. 128 pages. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95.


**4959556 ERIN BAKES CAKE.** By Erin Gardner. Learn how to bake easy but elegant cakes that are incredibly simple and yet needn’t be fancy! Gardener’s recipes, instructions, and color photos provide inspiration. Full color throughout. 242 pages. Rodale. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $27.50.

**441525x TOBLERONE COOKBOOK: 40 Fabulous Recipes, Ed. Isabelle Gonzalez-Prendergast.** From irresistible Toblerone Trio Brownies to a chocolate Mug Cake and a no-cook Rocky Road, this fun-filled collection of easy-to-follow recipes will teach you how to elevate any cake, from simple to spectacular. Color photos. 95 pages. Kyle Books. Pub. at $12.99.

**4787153 CRAZY EASY VEGAN DESSERTS.** By Heather Satter. Features 75 easy-to-make vegan desserts that are divinely delicious, easy to make, and perfect for every occasion. Includes recipes such as Chocolate Pecan Pie; Carrot Cake Cupcakes; and Salted Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Truffles. Color photos. 128 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95.

**4076718 FANTASTIC FILLED KICKS: Kick Your Baking Up a Notch with Incredible Flavor and Wow Factor.** By Camilla; by Camilla. Features an incredible assortment of the most decadent filled cupcakes you will ever bake. Filling your cupcakes is the best way to take your treats to a whole new level, and every filling in this collection is perfectly paired with each cupcake and frosting, like Chocolate Coconut Macaron Cupcakes filled with Silky Chocolate Coconut Pastry Cream! Color photos. 192 pages. Page Street. Pub. at $21.99.

**4666836 THE BUNDT COLLECTION.** By Brian Hart Hoffman. Features more than 100 recipes, tips, and techniques to help you bake the perfect cake! The shape that launched a thousand cakes, the Bundt pan offers the flawless mold for decadent, dense cakes destined for thick glazes and syrup soaks. Delicious recipes include German Chocolate Cake with Whipped Ganache-Filled Bundt; and Triple Chocolate Bundt Cake. Color photos. 224 pages. Quadrille. Pub. at $31.95.


**3952078 OUR FAVORITE CAKE MIX RECIPES.** You’ll love this collection of recipes that are so easy to make—if you like cake then you’ll want to have these recipes on hand. From mixing in a box mix to making a cake from scratch, you’ll find a recipe for every occasion. Color photos. 95 pages. Kyle Books. Pub. at $12.99.

**3836339 MAKE IT EASY, CUPCAKE! By K. Tack & A. Richardson. Over 100 recipes with step-by-step photos will show you how to transform marshmallows into blood-red cupcakes; craft wallflowers into edible slugs, use jelly beans to create brilliant dragonflies, and create countless other creative cupcake confections—all in 232 pages. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99.

**3863794 NOSTALGIC DELIGHTS: Classic Confections & Timeless Treats.** By William Curley. A modern collection of classic recipes, baked goods, and sweet treats based on some of the most popular flavors from Cider Toffee, Curly Wurly, Pecan and Banana Cake, through to the classics such as Charlotte Russe, Blackcurrant Cheesecake and Bakewell Tart. The recipes include Chocolate Whoopee Pies; Oatmeal-Raspberry Bars; or Graham-Streusel Coffee Cake. 128 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95.

**486861X THE 3-INGREDIENT BAKING BOOK.** By Charmian Clifttie. Discover 101 delicious and easy to follow recipes using no more than three ingredients, from cookies to ice cream, to help you enjoy baking without less time in the kitchen and less money on food. Scrumptious treats include Chocolate Hazelnut Mug Cake; Quick Chocolate Mousse; and Strawberry Eton Mess. Color photos. 224 pages. Robert Rose. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

**4716332 LET’S BAKE! A Pusheen Cookbook.** By C. Belton & S. Ng. The ultimate cookbook for Pusheen fans and cat lovers alike, this little volume features forty vibrant recipes for sweet treats and savory snacks, inspired by the adorable & Peru Pusheen’s signature cuteness. From fruit tarts to donuts and beyond, there is something delicious for everyone in this collection. Fully illus. in color. 211 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $19.99.


**4699150 EVERYONE CAN BAKE: Simple Recipes to Master and Mix.** By Dominique Ansel. Shares simple, go-to recipes including cakes, cookies and tarts that are easy to bake with easy-to-follow instructions and kitchen tips. An inspiring resource for every baker. Color photos. 327 pages. S&S/ix/l. Pub. at $37.95.

**4672283 THE BOOK ON PIE: Everything You Need to Know to Bake Perfect Pies.** By Erin Jeanne McDowell. This essential handbook for pies (sweet and savory) starts with an in-depth tutorial, complete with troubleshooting and expert tips for decorating, before diving into recipes for every kind of pie imaginable, from pumpkin pie to key lime pie, Cream Puff Pie, and Ice Cream Sandwiches. The recipes are filled with Silky Chocolate Coconut Pastry Cream! Color photos. 200 pages. HarperDesign. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00.

**4817734 CRAZY SWEET CREATIONS: How to Cook That. By Ann Reardon. Takes you step by step through jaw-dropping creations, sure to entertain kids and wow guests, and reveals the science and art behind creating your own countertop masterpieces. Step-saving recipes include Rocky Road Chocolate Flower, Emoji Surprise Inside Dessert; and Sugar Snow Globe Dessert. Color photos. 198 pages. Mango. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $27.95.

**4799085 INSTANTLY SWEET: 75 Desserts and Sweet Treats from Your Instant Pot or Other Electric Pressure Cooker.** By B. Schieving & M. Butters. Electric pressure cooker fan have discovered that their favorite appliance works miracles not just for dinner but also for dessert! From quick breads and crisps to puddings, lava cakes and pies to cheesecakes and more—their sweet treat recipes are ready to go. Recipes include Key Lime Cheesecake, Caramel Apple Pie, and Overnight Cinnamon-Pecan Monkey Bread. Color photos. 160 pages. Harvard Common Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95.

**4959556 ERIN BAKES CAKE.** By Erin Gardner. Learn how to bake easy but elegant cakes that are incredibly simple and yet needn’t be fancy! Gardener’s recipes, instructions, and color photos provide inspiration. Full color throughout. 242 pages. Rodale. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $27.50.

**4787153 CRAZY EASY VEGAN DESSERTS.** By Heather Satter. Features 75 easy-to-make vegan desserts that are divinely delicious, easy to make, and perfect for every occasion. Includes recipes such as Chocolate Pecan Pie; Carrot Cake Cupcakes; and Salted Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Truffles. Color photos. 128 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95.

**4076718 FANTASTIC FILLED KICKS: Kick Your Baking Up a Notch with Incredible Flavor and Wow Factor.** By Camilla; by Camilla. Features an incredible assortment of the most decadent filled cupcakes you will ever bake. Filling your cupcakes is the best way to take your treats to a whole new level, and every filling in this collection is perfectly paired with each cupcake and frosting, like Chocolate Coconut Macaron Cupcakes filled with Silky Chocolate Coconut Pastry Cream! Color photos. 192 pages. Page Street. Pub. at $21.99.

**4666836 THE BUNDT COLLECTION.** By Brian Hart Hoffman. Features more than 100 recipes, tips, and techniques to help you bake the perfect cake! The shape that launched a thousand cakes, the Bundt pan offers the flawless mold for decadent, dense cakes destined for thick glazes and syrup soaks. Delicious recipes include German Chocolate Cake with Whipped Ganache-Filled Bundt; and Triple Chocolate Bundt Cake. Color photos. 224 pages. Quadrille. Pub. at $31.95.

Seasonings & Condiments


★ 3892056 ACID TRIP: Travels in the World of Vinegar. By Stephanie Thow. Collects 129 healthy and easy recipes for pickled, fermented and preserved everyday vegetables like asparagus, cabbage, eggplant, zucchini, daikon, turnips and more. With more than 75 fun and easy recipes for pickled, fermented and preserved everyday vegetable like asparagus, cabbage, eggplant, zucchini, daikon, turnips and more. With more than 75 fun and easy recipes for these versatile ingredients and techniques used. 175 pages. Skyhorse. 8 ½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99.

★ 3892056 ACID TRIP: Travels in the World of Vinegar. By Stephanie Thow. Collects 129 healthy and easy recipes for pickled, fermented and preserved everyday vegetables like asparagus, cabbage, eggplant, zucchini, daikon, turnips and more. With more than 75 fun and easy recipes for pickled, fermented and preserved everyday vegetable like asparagus, cabbage, eggplant, zucchini, daikon, turnips and more. With more than 75 fun and easy recipes for these versatile ingredients and techniques used. 175 pages. Skyhorse. 8 ½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99.

★ 3892056 ACID TRIP: Travels in the World of Vinegar. By Stephanie Thow. Collects 129 healthy and easy recipes for pickled, fermented and preserved everyday vegetables like asparagus, cabbage, eggplant, zucchini, daikon, turnips and more. With more than 75 fun and easy recipes for pickled, fermented and preserved everyday vegetable like asparagus, cabbage, eggplant, zucchini, daikon, turnips and more. With more than 75 fun and easy recipes for these versatile ingredients and techniques used. 175 pages. Skyhorse. 8 ½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99.

★ 3892056 ACID TRIP: Travels in the World of Vinegar. By Stephanie Thow. Collects 129 healthy and easy recipes for pickled, fermented and preserved everyday vegetables like asparagus, cabbage, eggplant, zucchini, daikon, turnips and more. With more than 75 fun and easy recipes for pickled, fermented and preserved everyday vegetable like asparagus, cabbage, eggplant, zucchini, daikon, turnips and more. With more than 75 fun and easy recipes for these versatile ingredients and techniques used. 175 pages. Skyhorse. 8 ½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99.
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